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1.
FADE IN.

1. INT. AN EMPTY STONE-FLOORED ROOM. IAY OR NIGHT
CLOSE SHOT: Filling the frame, a man's back shiv~rs
slight1y, heaving slowly with frightened breaths.
A hand, dirty-fingernailéd, comes into frame; it
holds a cut-throat razor.
.
Slowly, with careful dedication, it makes a short, deep
cu~ into the back - which stiffens with the pain.
CUT TO:2.INT.A PH9TPGRAPHERS STUDIO/FLAT.DAY.
CLOSE SHOT ON A PHOTOGRAPHER: Camera raised to his
eye, he ratt1es off shot after shot amid the sound
of pop musie that fills his studio.
This i. MARTIN - professiona1,bored, eold MARTIN, a
photographer turning thirty years of age.
CAMERA PULLS BACK: MARTIN'S camera -vecords a du1l
modele Du1l poses in a dull moment of eaeh other's 1i~s:
CUT TO:3.INT. MARTIN' S BEDROOM. tiU! DAY.

MEDIUM SHOT: MARTIN and THE MODEL lie together in bed.
They haVê just made love in the darkened room~ Now he
smokesa a eigarette and stares at the eeiling, whi1e
she looks down at him.
Ráising herself on an elbow she risks a csress aerose
his chest - seeking thé response he now refuses in
brushing her hand away. She looks at him for xa a
short whi1e, before throwing~back the b1ankets in
annoyance and leaving the bed;
CAMERA TRACKS CLOSER ON MARTIN: he neither moves 01'
re-arranges the b1ankets. Puffing his cigarette, hiâ
eyes still stareat the eeiling - distant and bored.
The door slams out of picture, and MARTIN takes à
deep breath xix and rubs his face with both hands.
CUT TO:4. INT1.AN EMlTY-

STONE-FLOORED ROOl\[.DAY OR NI~HT~

C'LOSE SHOT(as in Se. 1): b1mod drips from the short
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cut in the man's back.
With ê{tual dedication, the same hand now makes an identical
cut two inches above the existing one~
CUT TO:5. IN!J."'.A LIBRARY •ARLES(FRANCE) .DUSK.

CLOSE SHOT: Piles of refernce books, and dusty old
volumes are heaped around the table at which'STEPHEN
ia seated - alao turning thirty yeara of age,-STEPHEN
has become as dry and as thin as the volumes he studies.
He inhabita a KBi%. world of ancient booksand
ancient
thoughts.
CAMERA TRACKS BACO SLWOLY·as he comes acrOBS a pt'~ssed
flower that has lain there, undistuvbed for years •
Unable to eonecntrate, STEPREN stares thrbugh the flower
into the space of the huge, empty library. Outside, the
toll of the angelus filters through.
CUT TO:6. INT. STEPHEN'S HOTEL ROOM. NIGHT.
ElHKXISXX Darkness: STEPHEN'S hand switches on the bedaide
lamp (CLOSE SHOT).
.
CAMERA PANS ONTO STEPHEN'S FACE: he listen$ , eyes
shifting ~o the sounds of the nights that filter through
his walls.
Suppressed giggles, sighs, the sound of love-making and
secret whispers.
He Shuts hié eyes tightly, violently rubbing the bridge
of his nose. Then STBPHEN clambers out of bed, walking
across the disorganized, messy hotel room - piletffi.
high with papers and books - to the door.
CAMERA PANS WITH RIM as he arrives at the door. The
sound of it ~,.iBgx opening cuts across the sounds
of the night and there ia su.ddensilenee as STEPHEN
stands framed in the dool'way, ataring out into the passage.
,CUT TO;-

7. INT. AN EMPTY STONE-FLOORED ROOM. DAY OR NIGHT~
MEDIDM CLOSE: the top half a man crasheª up into frame.
He chokes violently and gasps for breath. His face ia
bruised and bloated, one e'yepainfully swollen and his
chest ia patterned lIith.bleeding cuts from the razor.

SCENE NO:
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Two hands grab him by the hair and pull him dow.n
through frame again. There ieo gurgling ànd aplutteriliLg:
for a aecond, before the face reappeara, gaaping and
retching out the water in which he has been almost
dr owne ã,
This man ia XAVIER - again, he ia about thirty years of
age,
The lower half of another mants body comes into frame,
circling round XAVIER from the back.
Almost gently he addressea XAVIER in a low voice.
,

Come e?

THE MAN (OOP)

Já chega?

Wearily XAVIER ahakes his head. THE MAN aighs, puta his
hand,which holda a lighted cigar, on XAVIER'S ahoulder
- ~iving it an amiable stroke.
TRE MAN(OOP)
Ainda não? N~o vai falar,n~o?
~••Rum ••! Vamos ver.
XAVIER watches the glowing tip of the cigar, starting
to shiver violently. THE MAN slowly tapa the"ash on
~he floor and, holding XAVIER under the neck, xix
casually begins to presa the glowing butt into the back
of his neclt.
XAVIER'S eyes atare wiãe and he opens his mouth to
scream, shaking more and more aa the pain burns deeper.

But instead of a acream, the high-pitched,

screeching
chattering of a"maased flock of starlings fades up on
the sound track, i%Bw~x drow.ming the sounds of
XAVIER~~ pain.
CUT TO:-

8. EXT. THE PLACE DU FORUM.ARLES.FRANCE.DUSK.
The sound of the starlings cat'ries ovel' into BX an
AERIAL SHOT DOWN ONTO A SMALL, TREE-LINED SQUARE IN
ARLES - an ancient town in the South of the France,
capital of the Camargue.
CAMERA PULLS BACK FROA~ THE SQUARE, SWEEPING LOW ACROSS
THE ROOFTOPS OF ARLES?
FADE UP MAIN TITLES •
CONTINUE TIBLES' AS IMAGE DISSOLVES TO: a series of
shots whichpull
back and away from various landmarks
in the area.

SCENE NO:
ô

PAGE NO:

Cconr) •

The sound oí the starlinge continues over all thie overlapping waves, begimningand
increasing with
each new image of the dissolves.
THE CAMERA SWEEPS BACK FROM LES BAUX,ACROSS THE MARSHES
OF l':THE CAMARGUE, OVER -LES SAINTES MARIES AND THE WALLED
CITY OF AIGUES-MORTES. IT PASSES OVER HERDS OF BULLS
AND FLOCKS OF PINK FLAMINGOES, SWEEPING BY THE WILD vVHITE
HORSES UNTIL IT COMES TO THE HUGE,DESERTED BEACHES
AND THE EDGE OF THE SEA.
END MAIN TITLES DISSOLVING TO:9.INT. STEPHEN'S ROOM. DAWN.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he stares into space, his
tired face illuminated by the pale light of dawn. A
clock strDkes the hour somewhere in the town.
CUT TO: STEPHEN walks up to the window. He ia naked,
and he gazes out at the town. He hears the distant,sad
whistle of a train.
CUT TO:lO.EXT. THE STATION AT ARLES.DAWN.
A train rumbles across the i:%:Jm. foreground to reveal
in MEDIUM SHOTthe
solitary figure of JCAVIER standing
on the platfo~. He stahds l00king at a battered old
postcard, a wooden bbx ~erving as his suitcase lying
on the ground beside him.
He raises his headjlooking up at the signs of ARLE$ ma
above the plàtform, before pmcking up his case and
walking away. He shows no aoparent signs of ~he brutal
treatment he has, at one moment in time, received~

CUT TO:. m- .lf)cT
11. IHT~THE

ROAD TO ARLES. DAWN.

MEDIUM eLOSE: MARTIN races his ~androver towards Arles.
Sagging eyes, bloodshot with the f1aek of whiskey
he ho~ds in one hand, MARTIN has driven through the
night.
G1ancing to his 1eft through the closed windows, MARTIN
3li0lK3XEEl
slows d01lIlto a ha1 t:.
EXT MEDIUM LONG SHOT:HlIXThe Landrover halts on thebridge over the Rhone. One either side of the banka;
the tovm of Arles rises up , still, encased in shadow;'
CAMERA PANS ROUND ONTO THE LANDROVER: engine ticking

over ,

seENE NO;
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MEDIUM ON MARTIN: he surveys the scene, draining the
last drop oí ~hiskey írom the bottle. Then he puts the
car into gear.
RESUME EXT MEDIUM LONG SHOT: The bottle is thrown through
the window smashing into smithereens agaisnt the bridge
as MARTIN drives away.
CUT TO:12.EXT. THE MAIN SQUARE. ARLES. DA\~.
CLOSE SHOT: XAVIER'S apectacles lie on the border oí
the fountain, dbminating the centre of the imposing máin
square of Arles.
CAMERA PANS WITH XAVIER as he picks them up and Teplaces
them, his face wet with the waters of the fountain. He
brushes his hand across his beard; raising his eyes to
the saund of footsteps.
NEW ANGLE LONGSHOT: STEPHEN ,coming dovm from a side
street, enters the squate in the distance. XAYIER, in
íoreground, watches him.
At the-same time, MARTIN'S Landrover l'aces into the
equaee-,

MEDIUM SHOT: STEPHEN stands momentarily paralyzed in the~
path of ~heLandro
vel' , whiéh swel'vea to mias him.
STEP~EN jumps out of the way, iXx sprawling acl'o~s the
kel'b.MEDIUM SHOT ON XAVIER: B.8yond him, the Landrovel' slows
down at the othél' end oí the squal'e. He moves quic~ly
towards STEPHEN.
MEDIUh! ON STEPHEN: ne lies there fol' a second, ataring
after the Landrover. Then looking up he sees the
approaéhing figure of XAYIER, who hããts and stares down
at him.
STEPHEN picks himself up quickly, dústing himself down,
afte~ an émbarassed smile to XAVIER, at whom he looks
once more. STEPHEN turns away from the stare he meets
and walks ma briskly on his way.
X.!VIER picks up his caaé , as MARTIN reverse')his La.ndrover
back, halting by XAVIER. MARTIN looks beyond XAVIER at
the retreating figure of STEPHEN - and then catches
XAV!ER'S ~. eyes, which now direct their stare onto
him. He meets the stare for ,a moment before revving the
engine and driving on~
.
XAVIER pauses for a ae cond and then picks up his case',
and ~asses out of fTame.
CUT TO:-

PAGE NO:

SCENE NO:

12. INT'. AN ELEG ANTLY APPOIDNTED OFFICE. ARLES. DAY.
STEPHEN stands almost silhouetted by the large windows
of GUIDO'S i office. A we11-preserved man iBxkxBX
approaching the autumn years of his life, GUIDO is·
tasteful possib1y to the point of.fussinesa.
He addresaes someone beyond camera.
GUIDO
Of2 cout'ae the subject ia so

fascinating oné hardly knows'
where to begin. Greek, Roman,
Sat'acen, Cel to-Ligut'iàn ••••
they've a11 been here. The land
has become a repository »1 for
their cultures- - a glaas of wine?
He poura a g1aas of chi11ed white wine into a fragile
g1aas.
CAMERA TRACSK BAr.K TO INCLUDE MARTIN, who ia seated in
a chair.
MARTIN(accepting)
Thank you GUIDO
- I think you'1l enjoy it.
MARTIN
I'm aure GUIDO
- For Stephen there's beén so
much to research and now, for
you, there's so much to photograph
- how do you ,XlIiXXI%' find it?
MARTIN

looks up from his wine.
GUIDO(aipping some himse1f)
Yo.ang - but not too yoúng. In
its prime - like you ••
MARTIN
Very nã ce, GUIDO

*- Everything.you

ssked for has
been arranged. Mayot's,curators,the
syndicat d'initàative - I've spoken
with them a11.

!ir'----

SCENE NO:
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MEDIUM ON STEPHEN: he half-watches MARTIN from the window
- brooding and antaganistic. GUIDO continues.
GUIDO (OO1't
They're alI on this list, complete
with telephone numbera.
MARTIN (001')
VVhat about a darkroom?
GUIDO(2°P)
Yes - A local photpgrapher, Monsieur
Puech - á. weddings and receptions man,
you know, - will be perfectly willing STEPHEN interrupts from the window, scarcely tUl'ning to
MA,RTIN.
STEPHEN
- You don't know the area, do you?
MEDIUM ON MARTIN and GUDIO.
MARTIN
,I'm not the
you are -

KX~K%*jexpert

I'm told

RESUME ON STEPHEN:
STEPHEN
It doesn't present itself on a plate.
But I dareBay you'll manage.
RESUME ON MARTIN AND GUIDO: there ia a moment's silence
as MARTIN observes this thinly disguised hostility.
MARTIN(to GUInO)
You were saying?
GUIDO
Yes, Monaieur Puech ••• a diécreet
compliment here and there •••
MARTIN
Professional jealousy?
GUInO
It alwaya helpa.-

-
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(l2 c orrt};

MEDIITM CLOSE

ON

STEPHEN: he tunrs in from the

8.
window.

STEPHEN
I don't know why the publishers begin to
bothel' - its nota a picture book.
MEDIUMCLOSE

ON MARTIN:
MARTIN
Maybe they thought it deserved some.

MEDIUlVISHOT_ ON ALL OF TREM:
STEPHEN
You think?
MARTEN(shruggmng)
What do you?
STEPHEN
That its not as if anyone is going
to read it. I don't know why they
bothered-':"a waste, juââ anothel' waste
of time •••
MARTIN
They pay for the waste •••
CLOSE ON STEPREN: he looks down at MARTIN wi th contempt.,
CAllilERA
PANS AS HE CROSSES BEHIND GUIDO.
GUIDO(to STEPREN)
Its good, Stephen,its good
(turning to MARTIN) - very good.
MARTIN
So are my photographs.
CUT TO:-
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SCENE NO:

PAGE NO:
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l3.EXT. THE BOULEVARD DES LICES. ARLES. DAY.
The boulevard transforms intó a huge open market for
the duration oí ata saturday.
A noisy colourful eruption of activity.
Everything ia sold llllà:m brightly paraaoled stalls
- squirrels,íoods,àntiques.
The place ia thick with
people and .traffic.
Farmers cluster on the-edge to discuss business, wearing
their sober grey suita.
FOLLOWED ON'A LONG FOCUS LENS, XAVIER wanders through
thia market. He atares at the suspended chickens and
turkeys, zkeizxuali.BxBizs,.xlYiltkz»~Jllt)iz
hanging by their
lega, heads dizzy with bIood. He peera close to the céged
doves,perceives the shivering whiskers oí the pink eyed
rabbi ta.
.
CUTfiO:=
l4.EXT/INT. THE MUSEON ARLATEON. DAY.
CAMERA TRACKS WITH STEPHEN AND MARTIN as they leave
GUIDO'S offiee in thia mueeum and walk down the cloistered
pas~ages of the inner oourtya~d~
STEPHEN
Before you start, you'll want to read
my material.
MARTIN
Read it?
STEPHEN
Yes, read ..•.
you ean read, I presume.
MARTIN ha~ts and looks at STEPHEN, hardly respressing
his angero
STEPHEN
Well ••• ?
Yes, 1'11
CLOSE 03 STEPHEN: he wants the work to start now.
llD STEPHEN
This isnft theRfvleta,
ilO* are we on holiday.

-

-~~-
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MARTlN
I do my job betweén mondays' anq'-frídays,
Today isséotutida,y.Totho'l'r'Ów1; shall drive
t.o the sea, On monday,. 1'-11 ll9;~:rea.dy.
Today
I"m hot,. Its as simple as that.
STEPREN
. Net for me it sn" t: Not after twenty
mon~hs of sweat~ng ••• ~ it out on this
- ' book __I want it finished. I'''vedene mystimt, y0U aee. AlI I ask i:anila:tx:~0Wia
'.
t.hat y0U do Y0ur"s. Its calle,d "Be'i'Rgp!,ofessi..enal
fi.
ã

MARTlN
its caIIed - leve been
"being p'l'ofessional" for quite SOIne
time. I'm going to be "being professional"
with alI these little ruins oí yo~r's
your publishers want photographed~ On
monday:and it won't take me twenty monthsl
."Just a certainameunt-oí
patienee~k
BlDJlJ[ •••.•
as it appear's youhave
màde ú:'P
your mind to bea bIoody-minded bore.
I don' t know you from Adam so until
_
you have reasen, vent your anger elsewhere.
N.ot en me - alright?
I knOVi what

STEPHEN

avoids MARTIN'S

~.~ eyes.

STEPHEN(brusguely) You' re' qui te right. 1'm sorry ••••
Forget

MARTIN .it. Monday?

STEPHEN nods.
MARTIN slaps him on the sheulder
directions.
CUT TO:l5.EXT.

A NARROW

SlDESTREET.ARIsES.

and they part in oppos~e

n"Y.

LONG SHOT: XAVlER wal-ks u'P the SUJ9.litstreet at a
relaxed pace, chewing an orange.
MEDIUM

SHOT: THRRE Kl'DS about -eight years

of age, peer

S('!ENE NO:

15(cont)

PAGE NO:
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with furtive excitemant around the comer from a
hiding place in an arched alley-way leading off the street •
CAMERA PANS ROUND TO REVEAL DE'DU A FOURTH KID
lying, face-down, acros$ the pavement into the gutter.
He doesn't move an inch.
In thé b~ckground XAVIER pauses as h~ notices the chi]d,
before advancing rapidly towards him.
TIGHT THREE SHOT OF THE KIDS: they contort in silent
delight from their concealed position.
MEDIml CLOSE: XAVIER crouchés down by the child on the
street - shaking him géntly. There is no response.
~
XAVIER tries aga:i;l,his expression worried.
XAVIER
Ou'est-ce qu'il ya a?
CLOSE ON THE FOURTH KID: he doesn't move.
eLOSE ON THE THREE KIDS: they hold back their glee'.
CLOSE ON.XAVIER: he looks very concerned •.
Suddenly, THE FOURT.HKID bursts into life~
CLOSE ON THE THREE KIDS: screaming with laughter, they'
jump out from their hiding-place, joining their friend.
CAMERA PANS WITH TREM ALL as they run offf past XAVIER
on whom CAMERA STAYS. Hisexpression changes into one
of disturbed horror. He trembles slightly.
CAMERA TRACKS ROUND TO SHOW THE KIDS RUNN.lliGOFF DOWN
THE STREET. At the'end they almost bump into STEPHEN
who is crossing by. He looks in the direction from
which they run, immediately noticing XAVIER.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN, watching XAVIER.
IIIEH'STEPHEN'S POV ONTO XAVIER: XAVIER stands quite
still, propping himself with one arm on the wall,'looking
down at the ground as if he were about to be sick.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he is uneasily fascinated, but
moves out of frame. CAMERA PANS BACK ONTO THE SOLITARY
FIGURE OF XAVIER.
HOLD AND CUT TO:-

BCENE NO:
l6.INT.MARTIN'S

PAGE NO:

12

HOTEL ROOM.NIGHT.

CLOSE SHOT: a tape spins back an rewind - a sound
not dissimilar from chatte~ing starlings - when MARTIN'S
hand comes into frame and sets it to forward motion.
CAMERA TRAOKS.BACK TO SHOW A RESTLESS MARTIN, pacing
aimlessly about his'room, iKxmx a more expeBsive hotel
room than STEPHENtS.
In one hand he holds a glass of scotch and.ice, and he
chinks thex~ iCé around in the glass as he meanders
around the room. The tape he plays records a televisio.n
news programme and over it are the voices of a man and
a girl - Its obviously his voice that woos the girl
.
whose giggles and tesistarice weaken to his persuasion.
The news drones on.
MARTIN
rubs his brow and paces like a caged animal.
CAMERA ENDS Dl MASTER SHOT OF THE ROOM.
CUT TO:l7.INT.STEPHEN'S
ROOM.NIGHT.
Different whisperings,different
secret 1aughter filter
into STEPHEN'S room. Sounds that turn into a angry
e:x.p1osionbetween a man and a wOman - figliting one
another verbally and physically.
LONG XHIGH SHOT DOWN ONTO STEPHEN: he lies on his bed
- eyes watching the ceiling. By the bedside, the lamp
has béen covered with a handkerchief to reduce the
light •
.CUT TO:18. INT'.XAVIER tS HOTEL ROOM. NIGHT.
MEDIUM SHOT: XAVIER stands alone in his smal1, sparse
hotel room. On the table in front of him lie a lot
of postcards.
He picks up one - a battered old card of Van Gogh's
The Chair.He looks at it awhile,before turning
.
abruptly and placing it in the framé of the mirror.
He returns immediately to the table, collecting up the
other cards rapidly and forcibly - not through hurry
but through a violent impatiemce within
himself.
He quickly snaps on a rubber band and throws the stack
into his Gooden case which he shuts •.
Then he picks up"a amall leather case, tied at the
top with strings.
E:x.asperated, he tries to undo the knot - failing that,

r-----.-~~--:::--=------~-~--c--:-~-------~~----~---······
SCENE NO: 18(cont).
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he triee to b~eak it, using his teeth. In every case
he is unsaccessful.
In frustration, he namaahe s it down on the table pausing to recompOse himself before taking it and
going to the door.
CUT TO:19.INT. THE HOTEL CORRIDOR. NIGHT.
LONG SHOT: STEPHEN is walking down the corridor as
XAVIER eteps out, facing him in foreground.
They both freeze and stand staring at anothet' for a
aec ond,

. STEPHEN(almost an apology)
Je ne pouvais paS dormir •••
REVERSE ANGLE LONG SHOT.
.;

XAVIER

Etranger ••?
STEPHEN
Oui, jemsuis anglais
XAVIER(in good English)
I thoughtrreo • • •
A pause.

CLOSE'ON STEPHEN: he smi1es uncertainlJl - nervously.
RESUME LONG SHOT:
XAVIER(guietly)
Please - Can you help me -?
CLOSE ON STEPHEN:
STEPHEN(nervouslY)
- Help ••?
MEDIUM LONG SHOT:
XAVIER' .
No - I needs some help •••
STEPHEN
I - I don't sée how ••l was just an
my way downstairs XAVIER
No. You don't understand -

*

......---------------------------~.'

SCENE NO: 19(cont)
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STEPHEN
- Perhaps the night porter XAVIER
You don't understand: its this case ••••
He holds it up.
MEDIUM ON STEPHEN: he pauses.
XAVIER
I can't undo the knot •••And my knife's inside •••
A brief silence.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON XAVIER:
XAVIER
I'Just need something to cut the string
••• a pair of scissors or something.
He has advanced towards STEPHEN, who ia sti1l reluctant.
STEPHEN
I don't XAVIER
- Or a razor?
TWO SHOT: STEPHEN hesitates.
STEPHEN(tUiet1Y)
It must be important mean,to
open it now •••at three in the morning.
XAVIER
I cou'l.dnt
t sleep. I cou1dn't
remember what's inside ••••You see••?
hold and cut to:20. INT.A NIGHTCLUB.MRLES. NIGHT.
MEDIUM SHOT: Underneath the drowning noise of pop muaic,
MARTIN - discreet1y dreased in the 1atest gear - chata
up a pretty girl. The outcome haa already been dedided
- befo~e they even mete
CUT BACK TO:-

SCENE NO:
2l.INT.STEPHEN'S

PAGENO:

15.

ROOM.N1GHT.

MED1UM SHOT: XAV1ER sits at STEPHEN'S table - the contents
oí his leather bag spread before him, amidst the books
and:papers that STEPHEN is busi1y tidying in an involuntary
way.
eLOSE ON XAV1ER: his eyes coneentrate on scanning the
objects before him.
CAMERA TILTS DOWN TO REVEAL THE CONTENTS:
a clasp knqiíe,
a key ring with two keys,a strip of photosof XAV1ER
taken in a photo-booth, a broken pocket watch, a
medallion and a ring held on a worn piece of string al!ild
a Travel Document.

eLOSE ON STEPHEN: he makes uneasy conversation.
STEPHEN
Everything there? '6únd what
you're looking for •••
CLOSE ON XAV1ER'S hands: they sift slowly through the
objects and he picks up the Travel Document.
STEPIfEN(OOP )
Things get •••mialaiã·so

easi1y •••

CAMER PANS UP ONTO B1G eLOSE SHOT ON XAV1ER: his eyas
pierce intb the object he holda. Then he looks ut)
at STEPHEN.
XAV1EH
Yes •••
TWO SHOT: XAV1ER starts packing the things away, as STEPHEN
walks around the room, tidying as he goes.
STEPHEN
1'm glad everything's there •••At
first I thought it was something
more serious •••1 thought something
serious had happened •••
XAV1ER looks up from the table.
XAVIER(directly)
You're very nervous.
MEDIUM'CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he blats, half turned away f~m
CAMERA.

SCNE NO: 21(cont)

PAGE NO:

16.

STEPHEN
No •••No••• (:tu then turning)
I'm aomething oí ari insomniac right
now - Its the work. So much of it
and I - I want to finish it às
quick1y as possib1e,you see ••••
lVIEDIUMTWO SHOT: XAVIER 100ks through the books and the
papers as STEPHEN continues to exp1ain.
STEPHEN
Research main1ycó11ecting and
tl'analating·- myths,poems, stories.
Fó~ a book. Medieval most of it
••• in provencal - a déad language,
my partivular obsession, thé language
oí the troubadours •••Rea1l1, its
of no interest to anyone •••
MEDIUM CLOSE ON STEPHEN: He walks across to the table,
CAMERA PANNING WITH RIM. XAVIER has picked up a piece
of paper.
STEPHEN
O-h, that's just a rough trans1ation
oí a poem.Unfinished - I'd prefer XAVIER(interrupting)
- You. can help!
He rises from hia chair, and strides to the door.
XAVIER (exi ting)
Rold on.
CUT TO:-

Q2.INT. XAVIER'S ROOM. NIGHT.
MEDIUM ~
SHOT: XAVIER takea the Van Gogh card
down irom the mirror.
CUT TO:23. INT. STEBHEN'S ROOM.NIGHT.
GLOSE ON STEPHEN: he holds the card. CAMERA TRACKS BACK.

---------

SCENE NO: 23{cont)
Van Gogh,
Arles.
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STEPHEN(looking at the picture)
The chair .> His room in

XAVIER reachea and briakly takes the-card, placing it
on the table alongside STEPREN'S work. On the back
there is a some writing.
XAVIER{mmml briskly)
Look.
STEPHEN comes round to look over XAYIERtSashoulder,
pausing ae he notices something about XAVIER'S neck.
STEPHEN'S POV CLOSE ON BACK OF XAVIER'S head: there
ie an ugly scar protuding through the hair on the back
of his neck.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN:he ia momentarily suspended.
SHOOITNG OVER XAVIER ONTO THE CARD: The writing ia
a text in provencal. Two lines and the signature "M".
XAVIER
Look.
CAl\1ERASCANS FROM THE CARD TO A PAGE OF STEPHEN'S WORK:
There are the same lines.
CLOSE ON XAVIER'S FACE:he looks curiuusly violente
CLOSE ON THE CARD: THE LINES READ:
" i:mzxqllsl'lzxeazliexzaz:xmiagessa
n TOT QUANT ES DE LA lVI'AGENSA
QU'OM NO S'APTAN DOUS REPAlRE".
CLOSE ON STEPHEN, C~1ERA PANNING DOWN aNTO XAVIER AS
HE TRANSLATES.
STEPHEN(matter of fact)
Everything ••• er••All·thãt I
know of her ia to my ••• taste •••
Who knows of.~such - such a sweet
resting-place. (repeating) All that
I know of her is to my taste, Who
knows of such a sweet resting-place.
XAVIER stares at the card rigidly~

SCENE NO: 23(cont)
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INSERT OF THE CARD: The text stares up at him.
GLOSE ON XAVIER: he starts to breathe heavily and shuts
hia eyes, choking slightly as he entera some violent
inetrnal conflict.
.
FADE UF THE SCREECHING SOUND OF THE STARLINGS, MASSlVE
AND DISTURBING.
THE SOUND CARRmES OVER

INTO:-

24.INT. MAR~INtS HOTEL ROOM.NIGHT.
MEDIUM SHOT':MARTIN rolla off the NIGHTCLUB GIRL, lying
back ataring up at the ceiling - distant,cold, boredl.
THE STARLINS'S SOUND CARRIES OVER INTO:25.INT.STEPHEN'S HOTEL ROOM.NIGHT.
MEDIUM CLOSE: CAMERA SWINGS ROUND FROM XAVIER ONTO.·
A WOBRIED STEPHEN, who asks him if he's alright 'W1.der
the sound of the starlings.
CAMERA SWINGS BACK ONTO XAVIER, as the SOUNDS BEGIN TO
FADE,MIXING WITH THE GENTLE LAPPING OF THE WAVES ON
A SEASHORE.
C'UT TO:
26. EXT. THE WIDE BEACHES OF THE CAMARGUE.DAY.

MEDIUM SHOT: XAVIER n% sita by the sea-shore a solitary figure on the vast empty beaches of the
Camargue.
CAMERA PULIJS SLWWLY BACK, AS THE SOUND OFTHE STARLINGS
FADES OUT COMPLETELY.
CUT BACK TO:-

27.INT.STEPHEN'S HOTEL ROOM. NIGHT.
MEDIUM TWO SHOT: XAV1JrERhas recomposed himself. He opens
his eyes.
STEPHEN
AIright ••?
XAVIER nbds, picks up the card and XliX rises.
SiIently he leaves the room.
CAI\1ERARESTS ON STEPHEN: alarmed and perplexed by what
he has aeen.
H

CUT TO:-

----------------~~-~------

------

---

---

SltENE NO: 28.
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28: EXT. THE BEACHES OF THE CAMARGUE. DJY.
KM CAMERA CONTINUES PULLING BACK(from sc 26) away
from XAVIER, until he is almost a speck in the diatance.
Only the sound of the bree'ze and the wavea on the shore.
CUT TO:MEDIUM TRACKlNG SHOT: MARTINS LANDROVER
PlSTE lN THE MIDDLE OF THESE BEACHES.

ROARS DOWN THE

CLOSE ON MARTIN: he drives aggressively enjoying the
space and the ~ee~.
MARTIN'S POV: the distant figure of XAVlER, unrecognizable,
ia seen through the windscreen.
CLOSE ON MARTlN: He changes gear and slows down
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: !HixiiiiiiiiixenThe Landrover on the
piste and XAVlER by the seashoTe.
MEDIUM ON MARTIN: he Taises a camera, equipped with
telephoto lena, and peera through the viewfinder.
He Lowe ra the came ra, staring intrigued in the direction
of XAVIER. Then he raiaes it again.
E POV THROUGH THE CAMERA LENS: it focuases on the back
of XAVlER - on1y in his swimming trunks, the patterned
acara on hia back revea1ed. An unp1easant sight.
CLOSE ON MARTlN: The camera has a battery-operated wimiJi-on
syatem. MARTIN has his finger on'the shutter and aai
the camera takes shot after shot.
The sound overlaps into:29. lNT. STEPHEN'S HOTEL ROOM. NIGHT.
CAIYIERAPANS WITH STEPHEN as he c í.z-c Le a r-ound his tab1e,
revealing XAVlER seated in a chair. BTEPHEN pours
a glass of wine; from a tray on which there is an
unfinished meal.
STEPHEN
Yes - its going we11. My mind wanders
though •••This insomnia - I can't
concentrate (smi1ing in aforced way)
- I don't seem-ab1e to remember anything
l've just read ••••
There is a brief si1ence.
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!CENE NO: 29(cont)

STEPHEN becomes uneasy.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON XAYIER: he looks up at STEPHEN
XAVIER(!ith guiet urgency}
I remember no=t'hing.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he swallows nervQusly.
CLOSE ON XAYIER: he looks down.
XAVIER
I can't
He looks up at STEPHEN:
CUT TO:30.EXT. THE BEACHES OF THE CAMARGUE. DAY
CLOSE ONMARTIN:
would be.

he atares amazed towards where XAVIER

MEDIUIífI
SHOT: XAVIER, in foreground looks out towards tlhe
ae a,

Beyond him, with his feet apDearing first in frame,MARTIN
casually approachee. He is in swimming trunks too.
The seara are sharply visible, but MARTIN only glances
at them briefly. They are violent and badly-healed.
He pauses a few"feet away and nods a 'hallo', which
XAVIER returns •
MARTIN smiles and lObks out to sea, before wading in
through the shallows.
XAVIEH rises and puts on his shirt.
MEDIUM ON MARTIN: at a eeryain distance he turns and looks
back -trying to ,••• zia puzzle XAVIER'S story out to
himsell'~
MARTIN'S POY: IAVIER púlls on his troúsers and starts
walking away at a slow, measured paee.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON MARTIN: he watches him go.
CUT BACK TO:-

SCENE N): 31.
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31.INT. STEPHEN'S HOTEL ROOM.NIGHT.
CAMERÀ !XX PANS WITH XAVIER who wa1ks in agitation
anound STEPHEN' S r-com,
STEPHEN 1istens in sti11 si1enee.
XAVIER
Nothing: I have sears a11 over my bOdy
but I don't know how they got there.
Some possessions - I don't know how I
got them. My name, a Trªvel Doeument,
its number - that's a11. No eountry,
no home, no p1ace af birth, no memory:
A few things belong to me - but where,
to whom, to what do I be1ong?
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he is very sti1l.
XAVIER(continuing)
Every place is foreign :
Every thing is new:-'
Time is very difficu1t •••
STEPHEN
And the card••? Who's 1M'?
XAVIER
A c1ue - a key •••
STEPREN
No others ••?
XAVIER shakes his head.
XAVIER(a guiet ple~)
Someone here knows me.
I need help~ ••
CUT TO:32~·EXT.THEBEACHES OF THE CAMARGUE.DAY.
MARTIN'S pd( THROUGH THE WINDSCREE.N: he dtives back
down the beaeh along the piste.
Coming into picture, i9 the figure of XAVIER - his
hand thumbing for a 1ift as he wa1ks.
CMdERA PANS ONTO RIM AS TRE LANDROVER PASSES.
MEDIUlVISHOT: The Landrover ha1ts, and XAVIER hastens
towards it.

SCNE NO: 32(cont)
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MEDIUM CLOSE TWO SHOT: MARTIN glances at XAVIER
as they drive aIong, thinking of a way to break the
ice.
.
MARTIN~apology)
I•••er •••I••• (smiIing .
Me ne parIes francais •••
XAVIER turns to him, and aImsot Iaughs. MARTIN'S
attempt has amused him.
XAVIER
You dontt have to.
MARTIN appreciates the sound of his native tongue.
MARTIN
You intrigue me even more in that case
XAVIER
I do?
CU~ TO:33.EXT~ TEE CHURCH BATTLEMENTS.LES SAINTES MARIES.DAY.
CAMERA ZOOMS BACK FROM THE SHDndERING PLAINS AND THE
BEACHES OF THE CAMARGUE TO INTRODUCE XAVIER AND MARTIN
eIooking at:lítheview from the church battIements.
MARTIN
Here you are busy trying to remember
something when mmatx»fx the rest of
us are alI busy trying to forget.
XAVIER
Are you?
MARTIN(light candour)
Why not?
XAVIER
Then you shoula put away your camet's;.
MARTIN
I should. You ire right. We could Mà~ &t
swop •••
MARTIN smiles and Iooks away from XAVIER.
BeIow them in the town, there is the sOUnd of a car
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SCBRE NO: 33(cont)
braking, fo1lowed by a heavy thump.
XAVIER'
You have no idea •••
MAR'1'IN
'1'e11me then •••

XAVIER(Slifht1y troub1ed)
Its the space just be~ind yourhead - not dark, not 1ight. Just
an inviàib1e apa.e that's a1waya
there •••
MAR'1'IN'S smile fade.
XAVIER turns away.
eUT

as he fee1a thia image.

'1'0:-

34.EXT.A COBBLED S'1'REE'1'.
LES SA1NTES MAR1ES. DAY~
MEDIITM SHOT: An ambulance ~ushes its way through the
pedestrians, sir,enb1aring.
CAMERA PANS WITH IT ONTO MARTIN AND XAV1ER: MARTIN ia
automatica11y setting his camera.
MARTIN
How long has it been?
XAVIER
1'm 8orry?
MARTIN
Since you lost your memory?
XAVIER
Eighteen months.
eu'!' '1'0:35~INT. STEPHEN'S ROOM.NIGHT.
TWO SHOT,FAVOURING STEPHEN: outside the mistral wind
s blowing.
ã

STE'PHEN.

Eighteen months~Ana l've been
working on this for tW3llyears
almost ••Digging up the remote,
charting other pe ople 's·th~
s

SCENE NO : 35(cont)
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STEPHEN(cimt)
putting an arbitrary meaning to experiences
of which I was never apart. Dead people
in a dead tongue. Two years and I couldntt
even begirt to help you. I wonder what that
makes me ••• ?
CAIY1ERAHAS TRACKED BACK INTO MEDIllH LONG SHOT:STEPHEN
stares out of she window. Outside, a shutter bangs and
a tile slides from the roof, smashing onto the
ground below.
CUT TO:36: EXT.
TRAFKING
crowd of
They are

MAIN SQUARE.LES SAINTES MARIES. DAY.
SHOT: MARTIN AND XAVIER are caught up in a
people rushing towards the ambulance.
carried along with thmm.

MEDIUM SHOT: XAVIER and MARTIN arrive on the edge of
a grcup around the ambulance, peering through
and jostling to get closer.
MEDIUM SHOT: AN AMBULANCEMAN covera aomeone on a
stretcher with a blanket.
DiiCAMERA PANS UP AS MARTIN goes to one aide, in H.r
order to photograph the BXR event.
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he discreetly cocks the camera and
takes a shot. The click of the~shutter provokes the
queationing look of a bystande~.
CLOSE ON XAVIER: He looks down from the other side his expression taut and cold.
XAVIER'S POV: A boy of ten has been hit by the car.
Although badly wounded and bleeding from the head,
he ia still conscious. On the far side, his MOTHERo
holds him anxiously as the stretchér is made ready.
Suffering in that immobile si*ence, THE CHILD stares
up in the direction of XAVIER, -MARTIN can be seen
on the other side of the group.
CLOSE ON XAVIER: he starts breatjing quickly, as THE
SOUND OF THE STARLINGS FADES DP SLOWLY TAKING OVER FROM
THE NATURAL SOUNDS.
XAVIER'S POV: as the amkaiaREaxia stretcher is lifted
into the ambulance. THE GHILD, ,.gwhite faced stares

SOENE NO: 36(cont)
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through XAVIER.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON MARTIN:
XAVIER •

he lowers his camera as he notices

.MARTIN'S POV ON XAVIER: XAVIER atares acr oas - and it
seems he is choking. The ambulance d:oors are closad.
XAVIER turn8 away abruptly, forcing himself to go.
THE SOUNDS OF THE STARLINGS FADE AWAY TO BE REPLACED
BY NATURAL SOUNDS.
MEDIUM ON A TROUBLED MARTIN: he watches XAVIER go,
bystanders crossing in front af him as they depart.
CUT TO:~
37.INT.STEPHEN'S ROOM. NIGHT.
CAMERA TRACKS BACK PANNING
INTO TWOSHOT:
XAVIER
Don't people help people!?
STEPHEN is silent - unwilling toa allow~himself to
be «a drawn into this mants predicament.
Outside, the mistral is blewing hard and another
tile crashes to the ground.
XAVIER
Should it be~diff~cult?
You know a lot CLOSE ON STEPHEN:
STEPHEN(openly self-deorecating)
l've read a lot of books •.••
CLOSE OM XAVlER: he looks at him. The wind outside;
blows more fiercely, shutters creaking and banging.
MEDIUM SHOT: STEPHEN looks out of the window.
STEPHEN
Midnight and the mistral is
blowing - "le vent des fous"
- the madman's wind.
XAVlER(relaxing)·
.
Pàrhaps it'll blow me back my mmmory.
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SCENE NO: 37(cont)

STEPHEN(tufnin~ into the room)
It might. Strange things~appen'in
the mistral •••murders and magic •••.
He walks across and takes up a glass of wine~ from the table.
STEPHEN(smiling)
And it begins wi th the letter fiM'· ••
XAVIER
So does murder •••
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he pauses.
STEPHEN
And magic •••
CLOSE ON XAVIER: he stares ahead oí him.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he looks down at XAVIER.
, 'STEpHEN
And memory •••
Outside, a cal'roare up to a halt. There is a toot on
the horn and MARTIN'S voice cal1s up.
MART IN (OOP)
Stephen!
STEPHEN goes to the window.
CUT TO:38.EXT. STEPHEN'S HOTEL. NIGHT.
CAl\mRA SHOOTS PAST A F.lIRLY DRUNKEN MARTIN, staring
up' at the windows,
MARTIN
Stephen?
STEPHEN appears at the window.
MARTIN

~.

H·.

t

STEPHEN
You drunk?
lVIARTINlaughs at himself.

I

I

-i"-· -SCENE NO: 38.
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MARTIN
Yes! As a mattel' of fact STEPHEN
Then I should go to be~, if I were you.MARTIN
Oh - comê on! - Don't be such a
tight-al'sed Englishman - I've found
this"marvello1íl!s
p'l.aoe , You've got to
8:ome!
STEPHEN
What place?
MARTIN
This place I've found, goddammit!
FuIl of gypsies alI, you know, alI
doing whateverx~i
gypsies do•••
STEPHEN
Have you any idea MARTIN
Time! What's the matter with
you, foi' God's sake. Give yourself
a break: Come on?
CUT TO:*
39.INT. STEPHEN'S ROOM. NIGHT.
SHOOTING PAST

1I)1I1X\lCiCDlD

STEPHEN DOWN ONTO MARTIN:

MARTIN
Besides I need compa~y. I don't
know anyone in this godforaaken
nole except some freaky cripple
with scars alI ovel'his back like
someone's bloody knitting pattel'nsCAMERA TRACKS BACK as STEPHEN swiveIs l'oundand looks
at XAVIER.
STEPHEN(almost an apology)
My photogl'apger - heis drunk!
CAMERA PANS ONTO XAVIER: he Iooks up and smiIea why should he mind anymore.
CUT STRAIGHT IN~:
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SCENE NO: 40 •

.
'

40. INT. A SMALL RESTAURANT.

NIGHT.

A ce1lar -type restaurant on the Rhone banka.
Not so many tables and the place ia crammed.
~
Dominating the room ia a group ofgypsy musicians
- dark-akinned Manouches, ~
authentic gypsiea.
XI« A eLOSE SHOT OF TRE SINGER, his voice dominating
everything, apena the acene. He singa a faat,flamenca
s ong ,
CLOSE ON THE PRINCIPAL GUITARImm: his fingers work at
great speed ovel' the atringa.
TIGHT SHOT ON THE GUITARISTS: the place ia hat and
their shirts are soaked with sweat.
MEDIUM SHOT,SHOOTING THROUGH ONE TABLE ONTO XAVIER,STEPHEN
AND MARTIN AT' ANOTHER. MARTIN ia pouring everyone another
glaas af wine.
CLOSE ON THE SINGER: there ia a certain violence in
hi s singing.
CLOSE ON XAVIER: faacinated and still.
TWO SHOT MARTIN AND STEPHEN:
MARTIN(leaning forward to be heaTd)
Yau aee - I'mnot a complete idiot
- I told you •••• Xavi er?;
MARTIN leans acroaa the table and taps XAVIER on the
arme He turns.
n:n:.B: MARTIN
Alright?
XAVIER is perplexed by their concern - nothing's the
matter with him. He nada and smnles, before turning
back to the muaic.
The song comes to an end; peopleclap
and STEPHEN
immediately resumes his discussion with MARTIN.
STEPHEN
As Guido said, the lanj ia a watershed.
There are a million myths and for
everYBRBxikRxx one, there'a a landmark,
a monument. That's what I want MARTIN
Ruina?
STEPHEN
Call them that ií you want.
To one si~e aí them, XAVIER becomes ba't'edand restless

I·
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in an agitated way. He p~ays with the knife on the
table, becomes'impatient;
MARTIN
Who wants ~uins?
STEPHEN
Ruins a~e testimonies, memo~ies.
X.AVIER pauses.
M.ARTIN
Ruins are fo~ postcards'~'
XAVIER stands up and leaves the'table.
STEPHEN AND MARTIN look up.
THEIR POV: XAVIER goes towards the door.
TWO SHOT: MARTIN AND STEPHEN look alarmed.
MARTIN(hurriedly)
You go - 1'11 pay.
They rise from the table.
CUT TO:4l.EXT. THE RESTAURANT.NIGHT.
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: STEPHEN steps out into the night and
looks around. Behind him, 'the sound fo the gypsy
musicians starts up again.
STEPHEN(guietlY)
Xavier?
He walks a few more paces. The door of the restaurant
opens and the music swells up as MARTIN comes out
carrying a couple of bottles of wine.
STEPHEN
I can't see him •••
MARTIN
Xavier! •• (to Stephen) There he i8 •••
CAMERA PANS WITH THEM ASTHEY CROSS TO THE EMB.ANKMENT
OF THE RHONE, HWRE XAVIER IS STANDING.
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SCENE NO: 41 (cont)

STEPHEN(aa they come close)
Alright?
XAV1ER(tersely)
Why do you keep asking?
MEDIUM SHOT OF THE THREE, FAVOUR1NG XAV1ER: STEPHEN
and MARTIN pause.
- XAV1ER(cold.ly)
How are you!?
STEPHEN(uncerMámnly)
Bine •••
MART1N
A bit drunk perhaps •••••
XAV1ER(a sneer)
You think

so ••

?

He tu~ns a few steps awJY.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN AND MARTIN:MARTIN shrugs,STEPHEN 100m
uneasy.
STEPHEN(guietly)
Then what do you think•••?
CLOSE ON XAV1ER as he turns:
XAV1ER
You really want ~ow?
I think you're not drunk.enough
- that±;x you'll never be drunk
enough • ~~
You'll always be :
saber and you'll never kmow why!
REVERSE TWO SHOT:MARTmN AND STEPHEN receive this
attack in silence,concern for XAV1ER mixing now with
recognition of his accuracy.
CLOSE ON XAVIER: he calma down.
XAV1ER
1'm sorry •••1'm becQming obsessed
with my own problém. 1t blurs my
vision of othera' •
..- STEPHEN
1ta the wind •••
XAV1ER
Perhaps •••
---------

-~~-
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He rejoins them, smiling anapology.
MARTIN tries to make amends.
Talking

MARTIN
of drink, have one •••

He offera some wine.

MARTIN
Keeps the cold out.
XAVIER
1'm sorry. After ail~ there's not

much one ~a

can do ••••

He take$ a 10ng swig from the bottle.
HOLD AND CUT TO:42.EXT~THE PLACE DU FORUM.EARLY DAWN.
LONG SHOT: The North êide of the Square. Light just
skimming the rooftop~.
The incipient shimmering sounds of the sta~ling dawn
chorus in the trees.
'
The mutedmistral
blowing.
Somewhere, footstet>s and voices - laughing and ta1kins.
CUT TO:~~ZEX~:ZX~KEXEli,g«EXEU
LONG SHOT: Tije:i- West side of the Squat'e. Everything
stil1.
The dawn chot'is and the approaching voices.
LONG SHOT: The South aide of the Sqaure. The voices
and f»E~RB~SX footsteps comes eloser. The light ia higher.
LONG SHOT: ~
The East side of the Square.
The Three dt'unken figures of MARTIN, STEPHEN and XAV1ER
wander into the square, walking up to the middle where
the statue of the poet Mistral standa.
STEPHEN (declaiming)
"Canto uno chato de Provenee,
Dans li9 amour de sa jouvenco _ ti

SCENE NO: 42(cont)
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~iARTIN
- Now what's he on about ••• ?
fi

STEBHEN
A traves de la Crau, vers la mar, diBB li bls"
Umble e ac cur-an d6Ú· gl'and O~m"'e't'o,
Léu la vole segui ••• ~

MEDIUM eLOSE ON STEPHEN: he points up at the statue of
Mistt'al~
STEPHEN
Mistral - ~BiKX poet!
MARTIN(looking

around)

Wind!
The mistral wind blows th't'oughthe square,combining _
with the chattering sounds of the birds in the trees.
Rubbish i9 swept across tae square. A bottle 1'0119
lunatically in the gutter.
.
CLOSE ON XAVIER: he looks up at the statue and into
the trees, the screechings of the birds filling his
hàad.
STEPHEN
lf I sing of a young
daughter of Provence,
I would like to follow her, in the loves
of her youth, as she crosses the Crau,
through fields of wheat, towards the sea _"
MARTIN
Bloody hell: a breakfast recital!
GLOSE ON XAVIER: he is becoming increasingly
volume of the bi~ increasing.

upset, tfie

CLOSE SHOT:

MARTIN:
This wind!
CLOSE'UN XAVIER: he begins to teemble violently.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN AND MARTIN.
STEBHEN
Dammit: its good!
He then notices XAVIER.
CLOSE HAND-HELD SHOT OF XAVIER: he cl~ps his head and'
staggers a few paces to a tree.He
breathes heavily,
his insDdes violently disturbed.

aCENE NO: 42(cont}
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TWO SHOT ON STEPHEN AND MARTIN: STEPHEN motions
MARTIN to stay where he is.
CLOSE ON XAVIER: it is the moat violent attack he has
had. Everything swims; he chokes and 1011s his head
a~
against the tree.
The sound of the starlings screams over everything.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he watches, disturbed but wishing
to be out 01' it.
The sound of the starlinga overlapa into:43.EXT. THE HEART OF THE.CMIARGUE.DAWN.
eLOSE ON STEPHEN driving.
CUT TO:The sound of the starlings fading as The Landrover
swishes over CAMERA and races away into the plaina
of the Camargue.
CUT TO:44.INT.STEPHENfS

HOTEL ROOM. DAWN.

MEDIUM SHOT: With back to Camera, MARTIN holds himself
against the bed*tead and ia violently sick over
the floot'.
CM~ERA PANS ONTO STEPHEN: hewatches
a moment in disgust.
MARTIN
Oh, God •••.
STEPHEN tut'na out of ft'ame.
CUT TO:'45. EXT/INT. THE.HEART OF THE CMIARGUE.DAWN.
MEDIUM ON STEPHEN: he drives past thé herds of black
bulls, across the desolate landscape.
CUT TO:46.INT. XAVIER'S ROOM. DAWN.
MEDIUM OM THE BED, XAVIER flops do\~, lying limply on
his back.
MARTIN proceeds to undress him, taking off his shoes,
rolling him onto his stomack as he takes off the shirt.

SOENE NO: 46(cont)
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He pauses te leok at the sears.
MEDIUM ON STEPHEN: he looks at them too, reaeting in
ailence.
MARTIN .
Jesus, what a mess!
Unbelievable.
STEPHEN steps eloser.
MARTIN
These were no accident.
STEPHEN
And it wasn't the drink
MARTIN looks up ,
STEPHEN(explaining)
That upset him •••
CAMERA PANS DOVfflONTO XAVIER:
oí seara

lying on his side, a masa

CUT TO:47.EXT/INT. THE CM~ARGUE. DAWN •.
STEPHEN has turned off the roads, driving now acrosa
the beaten tracks - through the marshes, past the
sanctuaries oí ~1 pink flamingoes and wild boar that
ale found in the Camargue's centre.
F nally he arrives ón the dunes overlooking the
empty, wide beaches.
He stops the cara
MEDIUM ON STEPHEN: he rubs his tired eyes, gazing
through the windscreen.
CUT TO:48.EXT. A SIDE STREET. ARLES. NIGHT.
M"8DIUIv.( LONG SHOT: STEPHEN AND mARTIN argue unde r a
stt'eet light, while XAVIER strolls· slowly ahead.
STEPHEN
_
I don't expect you to understand.
TV/o yearfl oí work have taught
me tha t aii.xtiu~xtk2;RgBziz10lle
I can't bring it al1 to liíe .
again~I wanted to - I haven't.
I can't. I can't recover the past
anymore than he ean recover his memory!
-------

--

...........,-

--

-

--------

--

r
I

I
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aCENE NO: 4~ (cont)

MARTIN tak~s a swig from the bottle and hands it
to STEPHEN.
MEDIUM eLOSE: Further up the street, XAVIER turns back
and watches them.

MARTIN
I have an instant device. AlI
it needa ia the right aperture, the
~ight fraction of the second,a
finger to presa the button -~no
pain, no torment, no nothing.'
Just a click ~d there you aret
the past madeuK:mm:t instantly.'
Profe sei onalll'!.

CLOSE ON MARTIN AND STEPHEN: MARTIN laughs at himself.
MARTIN
That's why 1'm here.ciEx%BEE»R%
~Ea%xiHBx 1sn't it ••? Bring it
alI t~ life- say it in pictures
- no sweat ••••
MEDIUM SHOT: Two shutters
pokes heI' head out.

open above them and a woman

WOMAN·
Vous avez fini?

Ah, 2a suffit!

zihRz»aizEe%SX0~ She blabbers

on.

MEDIUM SHOT STEPHEN AND MARTIN:
they look up.
MART1N
What the hell does she care!
MEDI UM LONG SHOT ON XAVIER: He waits for them a moment
and then continues.
CUT TO:*
49.EXT. THE BEACH DUNES. DAWN.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he thinks a moment more, before
stepping down from the Landrover.
MED1UM SHOT: STEPHEN steps out of the Landrover and
walk8 down the dunes onto the beach.
LONG SHOT SHOOTING TOWARDS THE DUNES: STEPHEN laoks around
him. Then he slawl; strips aff his clathes and walks
naked towards the sea.

-

--

------
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SCNE NO: 49(cont)

MEDIUlVILONG SHOT: SHOOT1NG TOWARDS THE SEA. STEPHEN'S
walks turns slowly into a run. The"sound of the wind
and the aea cover the image gently.
MED1UM ON STEPHEN: he plunges into the sea; He dives
under the water, thrashing about.
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: STEPHEN, a distant figure in thesea.
After some moments, there is"the sound of horse tackle
and the snorting oí a horse.
A white Camarguais
pony and its rider come-through front
of fràme, pausing to watch this apectacle. The rider
has her back to Camera, and her hair blows in the breeze.
MEDIUM ON STEPHEN: he plunges in and out of the water,
venting a11 his frustration and confusion on the water.
He ducks in and out of the water. As a wave apvroaches
he tries to thr.w it back as if it were a table.
CUT BRIEFLY TO:

• 49A~ 1NT. STEPHEN'S ROOM. DAY.
THE SOUND OF THE SEA AND WAVES OVER THE DiAGE OF STEPREN
DESK, WITH ALL HIS WORK AND ltnER:i.
THE TABLE 1S HALF OVER WHEN IMAGE CUTS BACK TO:THROWING OVER RIS

S8~ENE 49 (resumed~
water.

: STEPHEN hurls himeelf into the

MEDIUM GLOSE QN THE G1RL RIDER: she ia exceptionally
beautiful. In her 'twenties, she watches through her
amused eyes. Dark haired, she is not without a se~se
of miscief and a certain inquisitive intelligence,
MEDIUM ON STEPHEN: as he raises out of the water, he
pauses - staring towards her.
STEPHEN'S POV: In the distance, THE G1RL sits immobile
on her horse.
CLOSE ON STEPREN: he watches through squinting eyes.
RESUME LOWlG SHOT? SHOOTING FROM BEHIND RIM: he stands
there watching, the waves washing around him.
QUICK FADE OUT.
CUT INTO SAME LONG SHOT:a slight increãse in light, but
SmEEHEN watches from the same posi tion. '
QUICK FADE OUT.
CUT INTO MEDIUM CLOSE"SHOT ON STEPHEN: the same position
and the same watching.

------------~~~--~--------~--------~~--~~~----~--
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LONG SHOT FROM BEHIND STEPHEN: after some moments, he
begins to wade out of the water - pausing on the edge
of the eanã,
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he atares past CAMERA towards THE GIRL.
STEPHEN'S POV: THE GIRL alowly ateers her hor-se down ~he'
dunes and onto the beach, trotting towards him.
STEpHEN comes over «MX CAMERA slowly advancing towards
her.
She reina her hot'se a few yards from him:
MEDIUM GLOSE ON THE GIRL: she looks dovv.n at STEPHEN the traces of amusement on hér face - the aound of the
sea and wind all around them.
REVERSE ANGLE ON STEPHEN: heximmks is very atruck by this
apparition and atares up at her.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: ahe meets his gaze for a second, tmen
quickly turns heI' hoI'se and moves out of frame.
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: STEPHEN turns to watch heI' go.
Beyond him, THE GIRL gallops away down the beach.
HOLD AND GUT TO:50; INT.THE HOTEL CORRIDOR. DAY.
Six 01' seven HOTEL GUESTS are clustered around XAVIER'S
ROOM. By the door, ThB PATRON of the Hotelis is
doing some dramatics.
His voice ia subdued, but he talks rapidly and agitatedly
to an efficient-looking BULL-NECKED FRENCHMAN and his
LONG-NED.KED WIFE. She peers into the room, while he
tightens the belt on his dressing-gown and stands by
to take control.
Further downin the corridor, A YOUNGISH COUPLE lXE
ad~ance towards the acene, paasing a tall, THIN
FRENCHMAN with crew-cut and t'imless spectacles who
stands in vest and pajama bottoms in his doorway. As
they pass he steps back into his room and the doo~'
opposite opens and a bleary-eyed MARTIN looks out •
MMlX GAMERA PANS WITH THE YOUNGISH COUPLE ONTO ~HE
DOORWAY OF XAVIER'S ROOM AND THE CORRIDOR: coming up
onto the landing is STEPHEN.
He glances at THE YOUNGISH
COUPLE and then over their phoulders into the room.
MEDIUM CLOSE SHOT FROM THE ROOM ONTO STEPHEN: MARTIN
joins him by his side and peel's in also.A11
the while,
THR PATRON ia explain~g
what has happened.

r

I,
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SGENE NO: 50(eont)

,

JDllU1l

MARTIN exehanges a look with STEPHEN - a reaetion to what
they see.
TRElR POV INTO THE ROOM: theroom has been turned upsi~~
dovm .:..
ehaiva on their aidés,bedqlothes
all over the
floor, a smashed vase, belomginsg strewn'everywhere the place looks as if a hurrieane has passed through.
In the middle stands THE PATRON, holding up objects
that have been damaged, trying to figure it alI out
himself. He hás been joined by THE BULL-NECKED'FRENCHMAN
and his wife, who advoeate ealling the police.
MEDIUM CI.,OSE ON STEPHEN AND MARTIN: THE THIN FRENCHMAN
appears behind them, polishing his speetaeltes and
squinting for a better view.
STEPHEN(guietly)
They're talking about the poliee •••
MARTlN (shaking his he9,d)
Ah-ah.
STEPHEN steps forward, passing THE YOUNGISH COUPLE.
THE THIN FRENCHMAN, towel over árm paS8es on his way.
MARTIN steps into the Toom also.

CUT TO: 5l.INT. XAVIER'S ROOM. DAY'Í
MEDI~1 SHOT: STEPHEN goes up to the PATORN,while
MARTIN wanders slowly around the roomi
STEPHEN(to'THE
Qu'est-ee que ~BBsaitXXX~x
MARTIN

PATRON)
se passait ••• ?

joins him, as THE PATRON explains.
:~ARTlN (guietly)
Tell him 1'11 pay •••

STEPHEN turnsto
MARTIN shruga,

MARTIN, surprised.

MAllTIN
Make some exeuse •••
THE PATRON finishes his nárration and stands enquiringly
before STEPHEN and MARTIN.
STEPHEN(to THE PATRON)
Un instant - je vais expliquer
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SCENE NO: 51(cont)
STEBHEN

turns to MARTIN.
STEPHEN
You must have heard it all he says there was a great nóise,
things crashing to the floor. He
carne uv and this is what he found MARTIN

And Xavier?
STEPHEN
Gane.
MARTIN"(repeating
Tell him 1'11 Vay...
"
Fabricate some story •••

hirnseIf)

MEDIUM CLOSE ON THE P ATRONAND
THE BULL-NECKED FRENCHMAN,
who stands like a heavy protector behind hirn.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he takes THE PATRON aside,CAMERA PANNING
WITH THEM. THE BULL-NECKED FRENCHMAN
keeps his eyes
open for any trouble.
~
STEPHEN
Ecoutes,m'sie)lt' ••• Noua pouvons
vaus faire reparation pOUD toutes Ies
choses il a cassl, mais il-était un
peu distrait, vous voyez ••• Sa ferome
vient'de mourir il y a une quinzaine
et •••
~
THE PATRON~sympathetieaLly)
Ah ••• 11 etaii mari?.?

STEPHEN
Oui •• ~El1e 6tait três jeune, trew
beIle. C'est une histoire affreuse ~
THE"PATRON(thinki~g
it oevr)
Bien sur; mais •••Alora, s~ vous
voulez •••moi, j'en prefei'ãis·~ .."
je n'sime pas Ies police •• ;iBfX~
D'ailleurs •••• Ca va,ea va •••

<

'

THE PATRON ia persuaded .
He starts to usher everyone else out of the roam,
explaining why everything has happened.
STEPHEN
ia left facing MARTIN.

-------------.--._-

SCENE NO 51( c orrt}
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MART1N

Well?
STEPHEN
I said hiswi~e had just died
and that we'd ?ay fo~ any damage.
MART1N

smile s.

STEPHEN
An appeal to the sentiments and
the pocket usually wo~ks.
He st~olls around the ~oom, ~igJiting"chai~s, picking
up belongings - a mechanical gesttire.

STEPBBN.
We hardly know him eithe~ ••••
MEDIUM CLOSE ON MARTIN:
MART1N
1'm ?aying ••• What do you suppose
ha?pened?
MEDIUM CLOSE ON STEPHEN: ne tidies up the pieces of a
postcard, ripped into small pieces.

STEPHEN
Postcards

everywhere ••••
MARTIN

Perhapa he collects them •••
STEPHEN

Perhaps •••
He throws the pieces into the waste-paper basket, which
has stood neatly in its place - untouche~during
XAV1ER'S
outbl1rst.
maD
CAMERA STAYS' ON THE WASTE-PAPER BASKET as STEPHEN
climbs to his feet.
TwO 3HOT: STEPHEN looks around.

STEPHEN
So what do we do?
MARTIN

Nothing - as you say, we hardly
know him •••What more can we do?

SCENE NO 51(cont)
CLOSE ON STEPHEN:
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he isn't aure.

GLOSE ON MARTIN:
MARTIN
ixB.IlXl!.x:.t:mxw:ml!!k

Besides, its monday:remember?'
Besinning of the w01"king week.

STEPHEN
1'm tired MARTIN
- I work a1one.
eLOSE ON STEPREN:

he 100ks at MARTIN

for a moment.

STEBHEN
A1right •• "

MEDIUM SHOT: -THE CHAMBERMAID appears at the door, they
al10w her in, moving

past her to 1eave.

STEPHEN
Hets not ou!' responsibility.
Youtre right - Each to his own
business.
They 1eave the room, MARTIN going off one way, STEPHEN
in the other - to his room.
MARTIN
See you around •••
Therets no rep1y, as CAMERA PANS BACK INTO THE ROOM, w.nel"e
THE CHAMBERMAID busily t1"ies to put things back into
order.
She pushes the table to orte side, p~acing the waste-paper
basket neat1y in a corner.
HIDLD AND CUT TO:52.INT/EXT.

TRE CLOISTER

OF ST TROI'HIME.. DÀY.

fine Romanesque cloister, vaulted lll!!gftaS roofa,carved
archesaround
a ama1l garden.
A game, a190, in acoustic:s - -.every s ound reverbeaating
and disguiJaing i te ddrectd on ,'
A

----,----------------

SOENE NO: 52 (cont)

~AGE NO: 42

CLOSE SHOT: THE HEADOF A SAINT CARVED INXX STONE, HXOC
~ 1lE- COP~ER OF XX THE CLOISTER:two blank, stone eyes
atare out. Across one of them, an ant crawls back
and forth.
The sound of soft-ªaI'ed shoe a, and a shadow falls
across the carving.
CLOSE UP OM MARTINtS FACE : hi8 eyes atare up at the
statue, then he raises hi9 EmH%Ka camera.
The click of the shutter overl:apS' bto :
CLOSE HHOT OF A GARGOYLE: starimg through CAMERA.
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: Another cliek eehoes down one side
of the Cloistér, where MARTIN 8tands ~ photographing
the stonewo't'-k.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON MARTIN: he winds the E2mR%aX~B film
on.
Out of picture, there ia the kK~aound
of a heavy
door opening - a sharp grinding of the iron~hinges.
Clear footsteps, that echo through the building.
The ~~±g2,B footsteps pause.
IvlARTINhas looked in their direction.
lVI..ARTIN'S
POV ONTO THE OPJ:lOSmTE SIDE OF THE CLOISTER:
no-one ean be seen ~ just the row of arehes, with the
sun falling on them.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON MARTIN: hi8 eyes glancing in the diredion
he heard the sound.
The footsteps atart again - eehoing
ao that their direetion
ia unde!'tain.
C1ffilERA
PANS WITH MARTIN as he moves, on rubber-soled ~
shoes, off down one side of the Cloister.
The other fooDsteps continue, as MARTIN disappears round
the corne r ,
NEW ANGLE:jLONG SHOT: MARTIN wãlks away from CAMERA
down an almost identical side of the Cloister.
The other footsteps come closer.
MARTln pauses"at the end, looking round the corner into
the next side.
Coming through front of frame ia the back of a QiR girl's
head. She pauses. Thé footsteps stop.
MARTIN turns to look.
MARTIN'S POV: The aunlight falls across the girl's body,
but her face ia in shadww.

I

I·
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SCENE NO: 52(cont)

CLOSE ON MARTIN: he ia atruck by the ahape, and doesn't
realize he is staring.
MEDIUM CT.lOSE OM THE GIRL:

From~ the safety of the
Shâdow, ahe wâtches MARTIN too: !Kixiii~zxsxtkexsamR
0.exa~z It i$ the same GIRL that STEPHEN has aeen
that morning.
CAMERA PANS WITH HER as she steps forwardinto
the sun,
seating herse1f between two of the archea.
MEDIUM OR MARTIN: he looks away'- reaetting his CAMERA.
But he glances in her direction.
MEDIUM ON THE GIRL: ahe w~tches with cool interest, passing
one hand through her hair.
LONG SHOT: THE GIRL in foreground and MARTIN in the
distance. He raises hia CAMERA to take a shot: oatensibly
oi the Cloister. The click echoea à1DlX%iut through the
Vtlul ting.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: ahe is momentarily atill, JlPA,xa:t
quite aware that ahe has been included in this shot.
With a bored expression, she turns to ~E~KkimjxkBr
glance behind her - as if she were looking at what
he has been photographing. Whén ahe looks back, her
expression ia marginally cold.
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he winds back the film-he has juat
finiahed, glancing at her as he does so.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: ahe meets his stare quite impassively.
Once again there is the sound of approaching etepa and
THE GIRL !XX rises, glancing once more at MARTIN before
turning to meet A PRIEST whom ahe has come to aee-,
«MX CAMERA TRACKS BACK TO MEDIUM SHOT as THE PRIEST
comes around the corner.
Excusez-moi:

THE PRIEST(in low voice)
je suis enxxKa~x retarde

THE GIRL smiles: there's no need for apology.
THE GIRL(quietly)
Mais non •••
MEDIUM ON lVIARTIN:he slows his actions as he watches
hez-,
TWO SHOT: THE PRIEST ia still apologizing: she amiles
once more and takes his arm -'insisting that there's
no need at alI for an apology.
They go round the corner.

LUT

(0',--------

~

SCENE NO:
53.INT.

53.

STEPHEN'S

CLOSE ON STEPHEN:
open.
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ROOM.

DAY.

he sleeps deeply,his

mauth slightly

lIEilX CAMERA PULLS SLOWLY BACK INTO THE SHUTTERED ROOM.
Outsmde, the noises
CUT TO:-

54.INT. MARTIN'SHOTEL

of the day.

ROOM. DAY.

lYIARTINsi ts on his bed, eur-r ounde d by his
equipment: he finishes cIeaning a Iene, snaps open the
baek of the eamera, ehecks the inside for dust, and
irritably reaches fot' a new 1'011 of fiIm.He éeat's
apen the outside container, KRBgXHKsxtkRxsiRRX
flips
off the 'Plastic tal' to the inner conatiner and slots
the cassette into the camet'a - puIling out a cauple of
inches of filme
Exasperated and impatient, he has difficulty performing
the simple task of threading the film - In a gestu~e
of extreme xt~ irritation, het whips the fila out of
the agxs cassette and throws~across the room.
CAMERA TRACKS INTO CLOSE SHOT: he sits there, rubbing
his eyes •
LONG SHOT:MARTIN
atares into the space of his sterile
hotel roam.
HOLD ..
~D CUT TO:MEDIUM SHOT:

55.EXT. LES BAUX. DAY.
The massive rock formation of Les Baux,fbundations
for the once ~owerful rulers af Provence, towel's ovel'
the valleys and plains leading to the Camargue.
An eaglets neste
LONG SHOT: THE CAMERA PANS ACROSS THE PLATEAU ON THE

TOP OF THIS MASSlVE ROCK ONTO THE VILLAGE THAT CRAWLS UP

ITS SIDE.
Floating
band ,

through the wind, is the growing sound of a

CUT TO:_

56. EXT. MAIN STREET. LES BAUX.
Watched by toul'ists and visitol's,a pipe and tabor
band leads a proeession u? the atee?, eohb~ed streets ••
The musicians are dressed in local costume - black
velvet jackets and breeches, red scarves and white shirts.

r
SCENE NO: 56(eont)
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With one hand they play the pipe, while with the
othe~ they tap out the rhythm on the tabor.Jo11owing
them are'a groupof dignitaries, dr9'ssed in best suite
and hata.
A MONTAGE DF THE PROCESSION.
The musieians, the dignitaries, the gaping eTow~.
- A festive accasion, whieh eve~yone enjoys.
They make their way through the narrow streets. People
watch from doorways and windows.
They are seen at elose quarters and from afa~: a
weaving column mounting towards the pla~eau.
- As they approach the top, they pass beneath a huge,
granite roek into which aneient homes and vast hallways
have been earved.
LONG SHOT: The proeession passes beneath this rock~ Gne
hundred feet above them, a solitary figure 100ks down.
SHOOTING DOWN FROM ~HE ROOK: The proeession passes neneath
towards the plateau. CAMERA PANS DF FROM TREM REVEALING
STEPHEN WA~CHING FROM THE ROCK. Bey ond him, the plains
steetch away to Arles and.the Camargue.
STEPHEN moves past CAMERA.
MEDIUM SHOT: STEPHEN descenda aa quickly as he can ruru~ing doW-n the precarious stone steps eut into the
roek itse1f.

Df MEDIUM LONG SHOT: Thé p~ocession moves aeross the
plateau towards a statue, perched on the end, facing out
over the 1and.
GLOSE PANNING SHOT ONNSTEPHEN: he ~uns through the ruins :t
towards the procession.
MEDIlllION THE PROCESSION: THE muaí cdans ar range themselves
to one side of the statue - a 19th century gentleman
who gazes stonily through it alI.
Visitore eram to get a better view.
The dignitaries look dignified and official.
MEDItm~ ON STEPHEN: he arrives on the edge of the crowd,
pushing his way through. A voce calls him and he looks
r ound ,
MEDIUM ON GUIDO: He pushes his way through towards
STEPHEN. In immaculate suit and tie,GUIDO ia taking
part in,the ceremony.
GUIDO
Forgitle me - I should have told you -

SCENE NO: 56(cont)
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STEPHEN(smiling)
I amiKxiix made it anyway GUIDO
So pleased. I completely forgot STEPHEN
Don't worry Guido. You can't
remember everything GUIDO
- Nbt that its essential to your
work, but ite has a certain charm.
nOf custOm and ceremony are Lnn ocence born"
- Yeata,I believe - How's it going how's Martin - ? Quite a crowd thia
year •• !
GLOSE ON STEPHEN: he looks past GUIDO towarda someone.
STEPHEN( vaguely)
yes ••••
TWO SHOT: GUIDO turns to see wkmmx at whom 'I'IX STEPHEN
ilia is looking.
MEDIUM
She ia
called
RESUME

SHOT: THE GIRL can be seenthrough
the crowd.
looking in their direction, as if waiting to be
act'oss.
TiNO SHOT:
GUIDO
I must warn you, Stephen - ahets
absolutely lethal. YEKiZR axsRamxaz
B»tX8 We scholars STEPHEN~not unkindly)
- You're prejudiceduido
who ia she?
GUIDO(fractionally hurt)
A very dear friend, ir you must Know.

MEDIUM ON THE GIRL: ahe decides to wait no longer and
walks towards them.
GUIDO
Ah, ma petite a~ette
- permeta-moi
de vous pr(senter Monsieur Stephen
.
Mercer - (turning to Stephen) - Mademqselle
"
Seranon.
In fact, ahe already knows about
you,don't
you -,I've deacribed yôu~
work, what you're doing and so on •••

seRME NO: 56(cont)
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GLOSE ON THE GIRL: she shakes hands with STEPHEN.
GUIDO
So now you've métamB.x and she's
seen everything.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he ia embarassed by this last remark.
GLOSE ON THE GIRL: she hardly smiles, but her eyes
are amused.
THE GIRL
How very true~•••
MEDIUM SHOT: GUIDO smiles, looking around to see what's
happeneing.
Gilí í)O
THE GIRL(to~)
Stop being sonervoua,~
they won't start without you.
(to STEDHEN) - Guido's big moment GUIDO
So dis~espectfu1

-

THE GIRL
Not to you GUIDO
- Of tradition, I mean!
THE GIRL smile'$.
The band stopa.
GUInO'
Ah, its beginning. You must excuse me
- I must take my place.
He hastens towards the statue.
CAMERA TRACKS CLOSER ONTO THE GIRL AND STEPHEN.
THE GIRL
What b~ings you to this curious little
ceremony - apart from that gaài..mi»K
dedication to our culture Guido has
told me so much about.
eLOSE ON STEPHEN: he is unsure whether she is mocking
him or note
STEPHEN(unsurely)
Ohance •••
She

n ods to herself.
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SCENE NO: 56(cont)
STEPHEN
And you ••• ?
THE GIRL
I live here. rts my land.

But she smiles and adopta a warmer attitude.
THE GIRL
No - 1'm partof it. Sbmehow I
beca~e part of it ali. ,
STEPHEN

Part of it?
/. / THE G 1RL (smiling)
La Societe pour ia Pr~servation
des Grands T1'aditions·Provencal

••• "zJe.zma,z.ex%géJzthgzmíme.~Bkip
%Bzx%mz%sãz Tr~s snob, I assure you •••
STEJ?HEN smiles.
THE GIRL(cynically)
Today we are paying our respects
to a stone sta.tue - a hero of
Provence. An act of considerable
significance, as 1'm sure you will
agree ••• I know Guido does. We
do it every year.
STEPHEN(egually
How nice for you.

cynical)

THE G1RL looks at him and drops the pose, smiling an
apology~

ZHEXGXU;
THE GIRL
Guido's right: I have no respect •••
She stands c106e1' to STEPHEI'ias the ceremony begi:as.
MEDItm1 LONG SHOT: The digmitaries, includin~ GUIDO,
arelined up by the statue in a semi-circle.
There ia a beat on the tabo and they ali take their hats
off, standing to solemn attention.
TWO SHOT : THE GIRL AND STEPHEN:
she smiles and so does
he~
THE GIRL
Impressed?
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SCENE NO: 56(cont)
He smiIes his rep1y.

TRElR l'OV: there is another beat on thé tabor and
everyone repIacés their hats - breaking 100se from their
stiff positions, turning to shake hands with one another,
smi1ing with p1easure. GUIDO figures proud1y ammng
them alI, slapping companions on the back. The crowd
app1auàs.
TWO SHOT: STEPHEN watches it alI, an amused expression
his iBaa facé, whi1e %XI THE GIRL studies him. He
turns to her, a perp1exed espression.
THE GIRL
Yes - that's alI. Except
for the speech, of course.
MEDIUM ON THE DIGNITARIES: a sma11 BALDIfttDIGNITARY
steps forward and stands in front of the statue. He
clears his throat and 1aunches into a ppeech. His
voice, pitched at high tenor,is virtual1y lost in the wind
that sweeps across the p1ateau.
Cav~~ting about in front is an equa11y smaIl, dark
photograoher (PUECH) - c1icking away with fanatica1
self-importance ••
THE BALDING DIGNITARY pauses in a sentence and adresses
his profile to MONSlEUR PUEC~.
MEDIUM ON GUIDO: he 1istens to the speech with bare1y
disguised hosti1ity.
MEDIDM TWO SHOT: THE GIRL AND STEPHEN.
THE GIRL(examining STEPHEN)
From what Guido told me, I
didn't expect a naked swimmer.
STEPHEN(embarassed)
I don't ••er ••usua1ly I expected

THE GIRL
something rather more ancient -

STEPHEN
- I usua11y wear •• you know •••
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she stares a brief second and then
smiles.

--,"<c-,--

SCENE NO: 56(cont)
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THE GIRL(not without provocation)
It was quite ~%attJ apretty
sight.

CLOSE ON STEPHEN:

he is even more embarassed.

CLOSE ON THE GIRL: quic31y changing the subject.
THR GIRL
You're coming to the celebration
Celebration?

afterwards?

STEPHEN
- I haven't been invited.

PHE GIRL
I invite you.
STEPHEN
Can you?
THE GlRL
Its my home.
The speech finishes and there is more applause from
the crowd.1'HE GIRL looks at him waiting for his
anawer.
STEPHEN
Thank you - lid like to very much.
THE GlRL(quietly)
Good.
She turns back to the ceremony.
MEDIUM ON MONSlEUR PUECH: he busily arranges the DIGNlTARIES
- lining them up in frant of the statue. Half-facing
his Camera, and half-facing the statue, THE DlGNITARIES
more t"esemble a chorus line (with their sti tched smiles'
than a group of worthy citizens.
I
"Hold it" calls MONOSEtJR PUECH and they alI freeze.
Click goes the' came ea , They are about bJaJ!2JlI.k to mtae:k
break the line, when PUECE caIls for another and they
are arr9sted mid-movement, busilt recomposing their smiles.
Click goes the camel'a and its alI ovel'. Again, anothel'
round af applause, more hand-shaking"and a smug air
of self;"'importance ovel' PUECH'S face. The band strikes
up and everyohe stal'ts to move.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN AND THE GlRL: they exchange smiles and
share a senae of the absurdity of it alI.

CUT TO:-

---------_~

-

--_~

__

.~

_~

SCENE NO: 57
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57.EXT. MAIN STREET.LES BAUX. DAY.
CA~1ERA TRACKS WITH GUIDO, THE GIRL, AND STEPHEN as they
make their way down ft'om the plateau. THE GIRL holds
GUIDO'S arm for the way is perilously steép ••
GUIDO ia thrilled with the whole occasion.

GUIDO
Of course, thespeech
was affre~
x~
Qne hardly expects ànything
e Lee from an illi tet'ate',but apart
from that - what do yóu'think? - I
thought ij went off well.
THE GIRL takes STEPHEN'S

arro and whispers

to him.

THE GIRJJ
Guido made the speech last year &UIDO~overhearing)
- And the year before.
THE GIRL
And the year before that.
GUIDO
I'm so pléased you could come Stéphen
- such a pity Martin wasntt here.
THE GIRL
Martin?
STEPHEN
The photographer for my book~'
eLOSE ON THE GIRL: she makesa
connection with the man
aha haa seen in the cloister, bEBE broods ón it for a
moment and then dismisses it from her mind.
THE GIRL
Never mind, Guido: I'm sure
Puech GUIDO
- And there he ia, dreadful little
manf
MEDIUM SHOT: PUECH is taking an informal shat af the .
BALDING DIGNITARY, HIS WIFE and A LAWYER AND BIS WIFE.
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MEDlmi ON GUIDO,TilE GIRL AND STEPHEN: as they come
towards CAMERA, THE GIRL pauses.
GUIDO
Now now: leave it all to me.
He goes fo~ward.

GUIDO

Ah, Mattre! Comment allez-vous?
STEPHEN notices THE GIRL'S carefully disguisEld hesitation.
CAMERA PANS WITH THEM as they join GUIDO and the group.
MEDIUM eLOSE ON THE LAWYER,HIS WIFE?GUIDO and PUECH in
the background. AS GUIDO MXKE makes the introductions,
there is a perceptible coolness towards THE GIRL.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: aloof from it all, she ehakes hands
with everyone - a ~i~RxBmi1a polite inference of a
smile for everyone.
CLOSE ON THE LAWYER AND RIS WIFE: THE LAWYER' S WIFE
merely noda and acknowledgement of THE GIRL'S presence.
TWO SHOT: STEPHEN ~D THE GIRL:- she looks on, ey~s
fixed on epace, as STEPHEN
ie rapidly introduced,
tJâMEftA ~RA6lt8 BA6Jf !6 include~~IDO
I; smoothing over
the sitaation ~s best he ean •
_
PUECH etepe forward, camera at the ready.
PUECH( to GUIDO)
pour- une
pgotographie - soyez gentil
- Mademoisélle Sêranon ausai,
bien sur •••

U~~
peti t instant

SHOT: STEPHEN stepa to one aide, not wishing to
be photographed, while PTIECH eteps back to photograph
the somewhat tens~ gl'oup. %KE
CLOSE ON ~
STEPHEN: he watches THE GIRL with fascihation
GLOSE IDN THE GIRL: she stares through the camera of
PUECH - absolutely
cold and aloof.
MEDIUM SHOT: ~
The photo ia takenand THE GIRL bl'eaks
from the group, leaving GUIDO to make the necessary
'good 'byes'.
CAMERA PANS WITHHER
as she passes PUECH to rejoin STEPHEN.
He smiles ingratiatingly - her only l'espllln,se
is a look
of fiery anger that darts across her face.
MEDrruM

TilE·GIRL( tl)hsr~~)
Now we ma,y go.

She takes his arme
-----

.-------------,-------------------::-------:;--~_.
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CLOSE T_O SHOT: STEPREN frowns, smiling uncertainly.
C.AlVIERA
PANS WITH TREM, as they pass PUEOR. He make s
a surre-ptiti ous remark just .iJl after she has gone by
and ahe turns for a moment - ataring at him in cold
ange'r, that gives way to a withet'ing smí.Le , GUIDO- __
comes into frame and takes heI' by the other arm aaR.THE GIRL, IX STEPHEN and GUIDO continue on their way.
MEDIUM SHOT: PURCH is jp~~ed by THE LAVNER and RIS WIFE,
AND THE BALDING DIGNITARl'es WIFE. They watch the recedi~g
figmnulxB1X figure of THE GIRL, wi th 9bvious resentment.The r-emarks they make cannot be heard.

HmLD AND CUT TO:58: INT. A LARGE DINING ROOM. THE GIRL'S ROME. DAY.
i

The celebration involves a luncheon: probably the
final raisotid'etre for the wntire event. Over twenty
peoplé, DIGNITARIES ADN WIVES are seated at ane long
table.
As the hostess, THE GIRL is seated at the head - with
GUIDO to one side and THE BALDING DIGNITARY to the other.
STEPHEN is seated a few places down.
SCENE OPENS VlITH MEDIUM CLOSE SROT ON FUEOH, standing
at the :aqntumi opnosite end "''Ir the table.
PUECH ( through the'noise)
Messieurs- dames!? S'il vous pl~t Je vous en prie?!
He holds up his hand,calling for the attention of
the assembled eompany, his camera at the ready.
MASTER SHOT:tthe rows of fàces down the table, converging
on THE GIRL. They alI turn, looking towarda C~~ERAo The
ones furthest away lean forward so as not to be exeluded
from the photograph.
CLOSE ON PUECR: he looks down into the viewfinder of
his Rolleiflex.
PUECH
Un instant, si! s'il vtous plaitl
RESUME MASTER SHOT: STEPREN leans back shiàlding his face
- he can't stomach this kind of thing~
Cliek: the tableau is immortalized. Everyone relaxes and
resumes eating.
MEDIUM ON PUECR: he winds on his camera.
FUECR
Merei tout 1e monde,.:
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CAMERA PANS WITH HThI , 'as he leaves the r-oom - smiling
unctuously to everyone. The door closes behind him.
CLO~E ON THE GIRL: she has watched him-leave and now turns
back to the meal, CAMERA TRACKING BACK, REVEALING GUIDO
AND THE BALDING DIGNITARY engaged in argumente She
picks at her food, hardly paying attention - her eyes
moving in the direction of STEPHEN.
THE GIRL'3 POV: STEPHEN joinsin debate with his opposite
and the peopleia
around them. But he is a listenér, with
a gaxBs glass of wine - not an active participant~
CLOSB ON STEPHEN: he appears to lieten to the converss*ion
around him, but his mind is else~here. He glancea towards
where THE GIRL would be.
STEPHEN'S POV: THE GIRL ia listening to GUIDO, who is '
trying to gain her sympathy in his argumente From the
other 8ide, THE BALDING DIGNITARY
lays his hand on her arm
and solicits her SYJ'Il,pathy
alsÓ.
She looks extremely beautiful.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON STEPHEN:lJhe gazes at her, before turning
back, CAMERA PULLING BACK TO SHOW THE BALDING DIGNITARY'S
WIFE: she throws a bleak lookmin the direction f of THE
GIRL and her husband, leaning forward to point ~
out
her present thoughts about what she sees to THE MAN at her
side. He glances too, but shrugs it off.
STEPHEN is a keen observer of it alI. He glances back
towards THE GIRL, CAMERA TRACKING BACK CLOSE TO HIM: he
smiles briefly as he catches her eye - the smile changing
to a certain confusion.
MEDIm~ CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she meets his gaze. But her
smile is curiously sorrowful and paihful.
MEDIUM ON STEPHEN: he turns back to the conversation ÀRxxs
in which he i9 supposedly involved.
TRACK IN TO CLOSE SHOT ON THE GIRL: she continues to gaze
in his direction, until GUIDO'S arm shakes her out of
her thoughts.
At the same time there is a knock on the table.
MASTER SHOT: everyone turl'lStowarda THE BALDING DIGNI!lmY
who has risen to his feet. Obviously, another speech ia
due.
THE BALDINGDIGNITARY
Mesdames •••Messieurs •••
Everyone adjusts themsê.lves in their seats, sill.xxmg
settling down for a long session.
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THE BALDIDNG DIGNITARY
Aujhourd'hui - le quinze septé:mbre,
- les soupirs de l'automne, dana l'air
MEDIUM GLOSE ON GDIDO AND THE GIRL: GUIDO ahoots her a look
of diegust at this. remark ld about "whã apera of au'tumn"
in the speech.
THE BALDING'DIGNITARY(OOP)
Nous avons assembl?' , 1.mif'ier: dans
notr~ respe~~ d'un grand héró - d'un
vrai fmls de notre campagne.
THE GIRL turna and looks once more towardsSTEPHEN.
MEDIUM GLOSE ON STEPHEN: he meeta her gaze.
, THE BALDING DlqNITARY(OOP)
Là- haút, j'ai d~jã parlé, j'a~ dêj~
reflechi sur lé vrai significa6.0l!lde.'
no~re r~ion
• Ma~ntenant, c'est un
tres grand plaisir ••••
GLOSE ON THE GIRL: ahe holds his gaze.
. '_
THE BALDING DIGNITARY~OOP)
•••a prendre cette moment-ci (p xprimer
n9tre recg.pnaissance:a Mademoiselle
.Seranon •••'
THE GIRLf smiles politelynbut coldly - looking down the
table.
MEDIUM SHOT, WITH STEPHEN IN FOREGROUND': pe ople exchange
very quick and knowing smiles, and THE BALDING DIGNITARY'S
WIFE gives a ve-r:y.
acid smile.
MEDIUM SHOT ON T~E GIRL: she preserves heI' poise, as the
speech continues. GAMERA'TRACKS IN ON HER as ahe lifts
hera eyes - a~ enigmatic, challenging gaze towards STEPBBN.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: drawn to her irt'esistibly. liR
MEDItThi CLOSE ON GUIDO: he notices it all. - and there
ia a R~ certain real anxiety in his eyes. The speech
drones,on and on ••
GLOSE ON STEPHEN: he is so lost in thought that he almsot
misses the moment when they must rise to their feet and
toast heI' health.
MASTER SHOT: EBlfEveryone on their feet, glasses raised,
drink a toast to the GIRL.
THE BALDING DIGNITARY
Je vous. propose, la charmante
Mademo~selle Seranon.
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THE aSSEMBLED COMPANY
Mademoiselle Sêranon •••
CU'1''1'0:59.INT.

THE HALLWAY.'1'HE GIRL'S HOME. DAY.

IEZOCMX MEDIUM LONG SHO'1':THEGUES~file
past, shaking
hands wmth THE GIRL as they leave.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON '1'HEGUES'1'S:the men are friendly enough
with the exeeption of a few tight-lipped old sticks,
but the women are more than just reserved.
MEDIUM CLOSE ON '1'HEGIRL '1'HROUGH'1'HEGUES'1'S:she preserves
a formal politeness as they file paste
CUT '1'0:*
60.IN'1'.THE LARGE DINING ROOM. DAY.
LONG SHO'1':S'1'EPHENwanders around in the deserted
picking at a pieee of bread as '1'HEWAI'I'ERclears
everything away.
CU'1'TO:61.INT.

THE HALLWAY.

room,

»XX THE GIRL'S HOME. DAY •.

LONG SHOT: GUIDO stands wi th THE GIRL by the do or ,
He ie the last to go. He speaks to her in a low vo í.ce '
- eautioning heI' in an avuneular way, it would appears
She kisses him lightly on both cheeks and he leavas.
She shuts the door.
CUT '1'0:62. IN'1'.A DRAWING ROOM. '1'HEGIRL'S HOME. DAY.
MEDIUM «~K SHOT: THE GIRL si comes into frame, settling
EJUlXSE on a sofa, at'ms stretched
out behind hera
'1'HEGIRL(directly)
Well?
CAMERA '1'RACKSBACK TO INCLUDE

STEPHEN who sits opposite

het'.
01'

THE GIRL
shall we just sit here in silenee ••?

S'1'EPHEN
It might make a change •••

SCENE NO:
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62 (c orrt)
THE GIRL
Al-right. o ~

CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she stares at him in silence.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he looks down, doesn't like playing
this game.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she'begins to laugh, rep-ressing
it to a ce-rtain extent.
GLOSE ON STEPHEN: he feeIs wounded.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she looks up at him amused.
THE GIRL

ii.mzke:R~ingzJ:0JlZ 1im keeping you
from your wo-rk?
MEDIUM

SHOT:
STEPHEN
No •••
elC~,GIRL

Guido says its very important
to you STEPHEN
- That's what Guido says THE GIRL
- He's wrong? STEPHEN
- Yes THE GIRL
- Guido? STEPHEN
- Why should fie know?- y~'

THE GIRL
-re alike STEPHEN

- Are we?
A pause.

THE GIRL
AlI

STEPHEN

cr you - _

t

doesn't quite understand.

• Vd~rQ"

~
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SCENE NO: 62(cont)
STEPHEN( smiling)
Vampires?

THE G1RL
You drink thelblood and leave the
bone a,
STEPHEN
Guido?
THE GIRL
Guido, all of them, Puech, you
saw them STEPHEN
- Yee ••• I saw them.
THE G1RL gets up, cresoing to the mantelshelf to take
a cigat'ette.
STE~HEN gazes out of ~he window. When she turns back,
she perctives his pain.
She comes and sits on the low table, by his chair heI' attitude softening. She smiles warmly to him.
STEPHEN (guietly)
What do they have against you?
THE GIRL smiles and shrugs.
Everything
evet'ything
everything
everything

THE
they
they
they
they

G1RL
haven't done,
will never dO,BBK
long to do and
imagine, 1tve done.

STEPHEN
Like?
THE G1RL(shrugging)
They imagine! I aro an i~dispensable
part of their fantasies. They bore
me!ami
STEPHEN
Since 1tm one óf them, then I must
bore you too •••
THE GIRL
That's upto you.
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STEPHEN
1'm as bored with myselr as I was
with that speech.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she laughs, not unsympathetically.
She llan8 across and takes his ak hand.
XDEXnn

THE G1Ig.(softly)
Forgive me: I'm a bitc~ ••••
mMERA CIReLES ROUND ONTO CLOSE ON STEPHEN: she looks at
her , both bemused and attracted by her candouro
CAMERA CONTINUES CIRCLING BACK ONTO HER:
THE GIRL
I play the~expected role •••
CUT TO:63. INT. ANOTHER ROOM.DUSK.
The room i8 in dU8ky shadow.
CAMERA CIROLES CLOSE AND QU1CKLY ON THE G1RL AND STEPHEN;
they kiss with passion and urgency.
CUT BACK TO:6~. INT.A DRAWING ROOM.THE GIRL'S HOME. DAY.
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: The light i9 about to falI, lengtheming
the shadows that are made by the long windows.
STEPHEN strolls into fràme, pausing by the windows.
STEPHEN(recalling)
"les soupirs de i'automne.~."
the whispers of autumn •••
Guido's right: his speeches
a:rllstink.
THE G1RL ~mtBxkimx joins him.

She laughs.

STEPHEN
WHaX How was it he described you -?
THE G1RL
In many ways -

PAGE NO : 60.

SCENE NO: 6~( cont)

STEPHEN
No - something about "Who
today would deny that in her
courtesy blossoms like the
rose ••• "
CAMERA STARTS TO P'RACK IN SLOWLY: THE GIRL smiles and
turns to him.
THE GIRL
What wauld yau have said?
STEPHEN
Me?
She nada: he shrugs.
THE GIRL
What superlative wauld you have
found?
STEPHEN
I have no fulea2••
THE GIRL
i1Xa~xs~zN0X01iK~
After two years of work?
No scholar1y brilliance?
STEPHEN
Some equally carny qu~te,I expect THR GIRL
- Such as ?

STEPHEN
Oh, I don't know THE GIRL
- Try! -

STEPHEN
I can't think of antyhing THE GIRL
- You must -

STEPHEN
- Must I ?-

THE GIRL
I insist -!
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STEPHEN

Then THE GIRL
- Go on]
Probab1y

:

THE CAMERA FINISHES TRACKING CLOSE ON THE GIRL and
STEPHEN: She ia uuddenly very stiil, and her 1ightness
gives way to cold distance •.
STEPHEN
First thing that carne into my
he ad ,

OIG CLOSE SHOT OF THE GIRL: She stares through him,
bR~fEethen moves abruptly out of frame.
CUT TO:65.INT'. XAVIER' S ROOM. DAY.
CLOSE SHOT ON STEPHEN: he looks around Rim th~ughtfully.
CAMERA PULLS BACIC AS HE CRBSSES TO THE TABLE; REVEALING
THE ROOM ••
On the table, XAVIER'S possessions have been tidied up
by the chambermaid. STEPHEN
peers through the objects
looking at the TraveI Document.
He drosses to the wardrobeand
pulls out the case
which he places on the bed. Opening it, he finds,
amoggst a few clothes,a si bundle of postcards held togetleer
by a rubber band. He takes them and crosses back to
the table, where he seata kimBiafxkimxlRf himself.
CJill1ERA
TRACKS WITH RIM INTO MEDIur~ CLOSE SROT.
He removes the rubber band and sifts through the cards.
They come ftom different parta of Europe - no stamps,
no méssages, nothing but a series of numbers on the
back. He pauses, glancing at the card of !BE Van Gogh's
~kex~aax The Chair - glancing at the message written
on it. This reminds him in turn of the ~xxgaxj torn
y~ pieces of card he has put in the waste-paper basket.
Me looks under the tab1e.
.
lllSERT SHOT: The Waste-paper basket. By freak chance,
the Chambermaid hasn't emptied it. STEPHEN'S hand comes

SCENE NO: 6~(cont)
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pieces

into frame, fishing the torn ~
basket.

of card from the

CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he sorts the pieces out on the table.
INSERT ON THE TABLE: Ris hands~.isKxiBg.%hREX
quick1y
piece the card together. There is some writing on it
GLOSE ON STEPHEN: hia face becomes more interested.
INSERT ON THE TABLE: there i6 a quote - laboriou6ly
written - in provencal. Words have been crossed out,
and the w1:"ite1:"
has obviously had difficulty in recalling
the Lí.nes,
STEPHEN'S hand places the ~RXEEX
Van Gogh card
by its side : the writi11.gi6 different and ±kRxaxis
the to~n card kaBBixx has neither atamp or address.
The hands pause.
CUT TO:66.1NT. STEPHEN'S HOTEL ROOM. DAYo
CLOSE SHOT: STEPHEN rips off a piece of scotch-tape,
CAMERA TRACKING BACK to show him sticking the card
together,. He holds it up.
INSERT OF THE CARD: Misspelt,

but reading:

~

11-

lEU M' JN VAU, L' AMO RAVIDO
D'AGNE PANTAIA MA VIDO ••• tl

CAMERA PANS UP ONTO STEPHEN: his expression
alarme

registers

some

CUT TO:-

mm

67.INT. THE G1RL'S BEDROOM. NIGHT.
STEPHEN and THE GIRL make love.
Aizx~iE!jili~ The long frustrated seclusion of STE.eHEN
now explodes outwarq..s.1na aenae , he is violent wi th
her - too impatient, too urgente
SHOOTING OVER STEPHEN ONTO THE GIRL: HeI' hands hmld
his back, the nails occasionally pressing into his
flesh.
She opens her eyes - wanKting him to be more gentle
with heI'.
Her nails dig into his flesh;
THE GIRL(whispering)

Wbt! - Wal.t....

_
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STEPHEN quietens down.
Her gaze steadies and she smiles to him.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: a slight unsureness in his eyes begins
to disappear.
She strokes his neck, and he,leans forward
to kisS' her.
TIGHT TWO SHOT; FAVOURING THE GIRL : they kiss tenderly.
0LOSE SHm~: she links one of her lega over hia back,
raising her body up to his.
CLOSE SHOT: iHzxkHaixxBazizxzglidHzaex0Bsxkizxzaekz Her
hand glides across his back, her nails scratching him
gently.
. THE GIRL(whispering)
So impatient ••••
CAMERA

PANS ONTO TWO SHOT:
STEPHEN
Am I •••?

THE GIRL( a brief laugh)

iKuxxiEXHB% You were hurting me •••
STEPHEN
I'm sot'ry•••
She lies still, looking at him for a moment, then she
smiles.
THE GIRL(guietly)
No •••it was fine •••
And now the urgency rises in her, and she holds hiro
tight and close as they continue to make love.
CUT TO:68.INT.THE

GIRL'5 BEDROOM. NIGHT.

2xem~xJ;zkaxj A dark, hazy emptiness.
STEPHEN(60P)
'The Society for the Preservation
of the
, Geeat Provencal Traditions'
••••

THE GIRL rises up into frame, hair disheyelled and skin
damp, after amX making ~ove. She looks do\v.nth0ughtfully.
STEPHEN(OOP)
Is that what weire doing now?
- Prserving a great tradition ••?
She laughs briefly.

SCENE NO:
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68(cont)

A BRIEF INSERT: STEPti~ and THE GIRL ~aking love wí, th great force and energy=~ feroci ty.
RESEm~E ON THE GIRL, CAME~BXNN[NG
DOWN ONTO STEPHEN: he
liea on his stomach. Her nail-marks cover his back. He
turns over.
STEPHEN
Are we ••?
CM~ERA TRACKS BACK TO INCLUDE THE GIRL.
THE GIRL
What do you think?
STEPHEN
I think we are, yes •••
STEPHEN'S POV: THE GIRL looks down at him - something
sad about such stillness.
CUT TO:-

MEDraM SHOT ON THE WINDOW: A church bell rings'smaKBkIxx
somewhere in the distance. Dawn is approaching: !he
~R~ds
of birds and wild-life beginning~ to be heard •
THE GIRL steps into frame, looking out of the window,
before turning to gaze in the direction of the bed.
THE GIRLS' POV: STEPHEN

sleeps peacefully.

BRIEF INSERT: GLOSE ON -HER FAC'E: he r mouth opening,
her eyes closing tight, as he makes love to her"
l~iSEx~NzHiRziEI~xp.skz.gxt.i~xzke
CLOSE ON HER FOOT: pushing into his thigh.
RESUME MEDIUl\Il
CLOSE ON THE GIRL BY THE WINDOW: ahe
draws on a g cigarette, as she continues to gaze towards
STEBHEN ~ amB some exclusive sadness showing itself more
and more.
CUT TO:~
69~ INT •.PUECH' S DARKROOM. DAY.
GLOSE SHOT: Under the light of a darkroom lamp, the
image of XAVIER'S scarred back fades up from a print
in the developing agente
There is the sound of running water and the hum of a
glazing machine.

SCENIf. NO
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CLOSE ON MÀRTIN: he watches the ±Ia image appear, lifts
the print from the developer and plunges it into the fixo
CUT TO: MEDIUM SHOT ON A WASH-TANK: now the lights are on,
and a batch of prints swirl around in% the wash.
TWO HANDS push them about, CAMERA PANN[NG OTO MONSlEUR
PUECH - sorting out his prints.
PUECH pulls out several prints from the ceremony at Les
Baux, as MARTIN joins him - looking for his prints.
PUCH drops his back in the wash, but MARTIN notices one
oí THE GIRL taken at the celebratory lunch. He pulls
it

out.
I
~
PUECH(e;plaining)
Reunion of La Sociéte pour La
Préservation des Grand Traditions
Proven2al.
L ......-·

MARTIN
Who's the girl ••?
u-gUX TIGHT TV/OfiSHOT,F AVOURING PUECH: he si swills

his prints around.
PUECH!knGwingly)
Ah ••the gi1.'l!,
That is Mademoiselle
Sé'ranon•••
He gives a-tight laugh.
Ah oui •••• Ia
MARTIN'S cmriosity is aroueed by PUECH'S
insidioliLs
smile.
PUECH deliberately changes the subject - pulling out some
of MARTIN'S photographs.
PUECH (looking at them)
Pas mal, pas mal ••••
They are fairly stock shots of local monuments, executed
with technical expertise but littleimagination.
CLOSE UN MARTIN; he doesn't like them, and is uncomfortab~
as PUECH looks through themt
MEDIUM SHOT: PUECH walks to a cabinet and takes out
a folio.
PUECH( proUdly)
I show you some I take,uh?
Almost identique! !he, same
as youtake%
C'est bizaare,no?
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He rests the folio on the edge oí the tank - turning through
the pages: drawn into a sense of comradeship with MARTINo
MARTIN i9 polite but the comparison is odious however
accu:rate.
PUECH
Y~ aee? Voilà - 1e Cloitre.
INSERT SHOT: he fishes out one of MARTINtS shots - virtually
identical
to his rendering in,his folio.
TWO SHOT: MARTIN smiles limply.
PUECH(going through)
Le CIDitre encore •• ~.Les Ar~es,
voyez ••••Alyscamps ••~Le theatre
same as you take. Inc~oyable,no?
Je suis tellemBBt contente
He laughs, slapping MARTIN on the back, passing out of
frame. CAMERA CLOSES IN ON MARTIN: he looks down into
the wash, his face registering
the mediocrity of his
own work.
INSERT: The Wash, with the prints swirling around. MARTIN' S
Hand comes in and fishes out hís shot of THE GIRL in the
Cloister - a more interesting photograph than his others.
CAMERA PULLS EACK AND UP ONTO MARTIN,PUECH REJOINING
HIM. As he stac~s up his own prints, PUECH glances over
MARTIN'S shoulder at the photo he examines.
PUECH
You know her?
MARTIN
I met her ••in the Cloister •••
or I saw hera there ••She was
meeting a priest ••
.PUECH( darkly)
Elle a besoin ••• she need one •••
MARTIN looks at him.
MARTIN
Why ?
PUECH shrugs, amlxgas:tv.xesz making a gesmure in the air.
MARTIN
No - why ••?

------

SCENE NO: 69(cont)
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·PUECH
Ask anyone ••they will téll you
about La Mademoiselle •••
He takes someprints
on the glazeI'.

,passing MARTIN,to

place them

PUECH
, ,
HéI' fathéI' beg1ns this Société ••
•• a man,very impoI'tant - veI'y
fine. Very ricij.*N ow he ia de.adí
and she has alI the money,all
the land - everythigg! She travels
everywhere - Paris, Rome, New Yot'~
Africa - fine clothes; car a, be au td f'u'L
things, vous voyez ••••
MARTIN
So ••• '(

A pause. PUECH

feeds the glazing machine.

PUECH(matter
Elle n'a pas honte.

of fact)

MARrrIN
I don't understand.
PUECH pàts down his prints and comes closer to MARTIN.
PUECH(explaining)
'Honte t: - Les scandales!.
C omprenez:
CLOSE ON MARTIN:

he smiles.

MARTIN
I'm getting the idea ••
PUECH
Dégelasse - mais
dê'gelasse! In the
••
streets, cafes,
bara - young boya,
_
uh? - anyone •••• even with les gitanes:
C'est une maladie - une vraie folie!

SCENE NO; 69(cont)
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MARTIN
You exaggerate sure1y?
MEDIUM SHOT: PUECH concedes"this
as he returns to the glazer.

with a nod of the head,

PUECH
A little maybe - but you may ask
anyone ••••Take away a11 the fine
clothes,uh? - the house, the education
and what do you have uh?
CLOSE ON MART~N:

he finds PU~

small-minded

and pettyo

CLOSE ON PUECH:
PUECH
The only differencé is that you
dontt have to pay •••There was this
one affamr - with a student: no
money,long hair,révo1utionnaire,
drugs •••• lhe shakes his head)."·
Shebring
him back from Paris •••
They laugh at everyone - a11
the time a big show of their
affair.iKex~a~xixtz~xtEz~aEtEgxa,h
aa~~zXBmkKxxeREin~zB0mexfRtR~
~
SksXsa~BZ%0XmKz!EReg~~xzOh,
c'etait
un acanda'Le J'l'heri one day - paf'] He
goes. No-one seea he~~ Two months,
three months perhaps ••• Et puis?
She starts again - pas dthonte:
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he sta:rts to fish his own prints out of tlhe
wash - not responding to this gossip with anything more
ixk than dis1ike.
D CAMERA PAN S WITR RIM as he j oins PUECH by the glazer.
PUECH
For a man it"is different, but
when a gir1 •••uh?Pas de tout
naturelle:
PUECH starts stacking his prints from the glazer, watched
by a si1ent MARTIN.
MARTIN
Then what's slie doing s% in this
Saciety ar whatever it ia?

SCENE NO: 69(cont)
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PUECH
Vie are not savage s here;!
It ia her father's home - he
was very popular. We are civilized!
MARTIn makes a wry smile, and starts feeding hia prints
onto the glazing machine.
PUECH pauses to look at some of them, nodding his head
approvingly.
~PUECH(rferring
to MARTIN'S work)
Excellento ••
He moves back to

the washing tank, CArilERASTAYING ON
MARTIN: he doesn't like his work and he doesn't like
PUECH and finds it hard to conceal his irritation.

.,

MEDIUM CLOSE ON PUECR: he pulls some more prirtts out
of the wash - pausing as he notices something.
Hê pulls out a particular print and looks at it.
OVER SHOutDER: it is another shot of XAVIER - very
grainy.
MEDIm~ CLOSE ON PUECH: he looks at it impaesively,
and then turns towards MARTIN.
MEDIUM ON MARTIN: he feeds his prints onto the drumo
MEDIUM CLOSE ON PUECH: He looks back at the print of
XAVIER and then dr ops it back in the ''I,ater,in
silence.
INSERT: the print of Xavier sliDs through the water •
HOLD AND CUT TO:70. EXT. THE WEST WALL. AIGUES-MORTES.DAY.
Aigues-Mortes - city of the 'dead watera' - ia a
completely walled medieval town. No larger than Trafalgar
Square, the cmty rises up from the salt flats of the
C amargue •••• mysteriously bleak;
LONG SHOT: MARTIN'S landrover rumbles acroas the dusty
track along the West Wall - disappearing through the
heavy stone portaIs into the XwEK towno
CUT TO:-

xixmx

I

I·

I
I

I

SC'ENE NO: 70
PAGE NO: 7(0.
70.EXT. A SIDE-STREET.AIGUES-MORTES.
DAY.
LONG SHOT: the diminutive houses are dwarfed by the
thickwalls.
The roads are still earth-tracks in places.
A sombte atmosphere - a dustiness,an absence of things
living.
An old woman site on her chair by the doorstep - facing
the wall thâ* shadows out alI alternative life.
MARTIN crosses into frame, looking up at the wall - at the
desolate scene around him. Cameras a~hung round his neck.
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he glances mt the old woman.
MARTINtS POV: she stares at him.

CUT%TO:71.EXT.!HE MAIN SQUARE.AIGUES-MORTES.
DAY.
/
A small square, flanked by cafes. There are f~w people
around.
The old uxsti men sit on benches under the plane trees.
MARTIN strolls aEZBBX acrpss the square. People look
and watch.
CUT TO:72.EXT. THE TOUR DE CONSTANC~~YÇUES-MORTES.DAYoThe heavy tower forms one corner of the east wallo
MARTIN comes into foreground looking up at the ~KE
tower. He moves towards it.
CUT TO:73.EXT/INT. THE TOUR DE CONSTANCE. AIGUES-MORTES. DAY.
There is a battlements at the top of the tower; a
xaxa% vantage point.
MEDIUM SHOT: MARTIN appears through the doorway onto
the smaII battIements. He is out of breath from the
climb.
Below him Iies the town. He stands there looking down then he ~aises his camera - making various sightings onto
the town, but he declildesfinally not to photograph this
view.
He pauseschanges his mind - and raises the camera
once more. The KXKE~zmEX battery-oper*ted wind-on device
whirrs into action, as he reels ofi a panoramic shot.
Turning away from the view, his attention is suddenIy
caught by something above him. He looks up - shieIding
his eyes from the sun.

S6ENE NO: 73(cont)
PAGE NO: 710
lVIARTIN'
S POV:- Crowning the batt1em~nts, there is a sma11
turret perched above the entrance~~EXikg It ia a conically
shaped iron cage - the sentinel's look-out - in which there
is standing a figure, eompletely silhoutetted by the sun.

CLOSE ON MARTIN: he squints intoi the sun, unable to make
out who it ia.
MARTIN'S POV: The black shape looks do~n on him a moment
longer, before casually disappearing out of sight.

l-

l

~

MEDIUM SHOT: A moment later, THE GIRL appears around the
back of the turret - to confront a surprised MARTIN on
the battlements. She crosses him, smiling briefly, to
look out aerOS8 the land.
I\IIARTIN
watches her, thinking up his ~ few words of Prench
with whieh to make conversation.

~-

MARTIN(indieating
the land)
Er •••Le eam,agne est tr~s beau ici •••

I

NIEDIUM CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she turna,
THE GlRL(eorreeting

him)

"Belle".
MARTIN(re~eating)
Ah - Le eampagne est tI' S bell~ iei •••
THE GIRL(eorreeting
"~

him)

campagne ••"

MARTIN( onele more)
Okay - ~ campagne est ~rês belle ici •••
lei, 1! campagne est tres belle,•••
'L~

Bravo:j.Monsieur

THE GIRL( the edge of ear-caam)
has made himself elear
?dARTIN

Ah - La Mademoiselle

speaks English?

IvIEDIUMCLOSE ON THE GIRL: "La Mademoiselle
title ahe doesn't like.
THE GIRL
Yes •••

tt

MED!UM SHOT:
MARTIN
Good - then I ean ask you what l
wanted to ask you.

is a'

SCENE NO: 73(cont)
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She looks at him enquiringly.
MARTIN
I was going to ask you to

let me photograph you up there
- ( he pmints t~ the iron cage)
THE GIRL looks up, then back at him.

MARTIN
The sun behind you - everything
was black. The shape of the iron
- you •••• lnteresting.
THE GIRL has heard this approach a dozen times, if she's
heardit
onC8.

THE GIRL
A photograph ••?

MARTIN noda.
THE GIRL

With the sun behind me ••••
MARTIN
Silhouette •••
THE GIRL node ,
THE GIRL

And then ••?
MARTIN shrugs innocently.
THE GIRL
You don't suggest I come to
collect it in a few days - ?
Have a drink maybe - dinner?
9r does that come ~ater?
MARTIN shifts feet and laughs

hollowly~

MARTIN
Listen •••I'm a professional.
MEDTITM CI,BSE ON THE GIRL: she looks at him shrewdlyo
THE GIRL
I'm aure you are •••

PAGE NO: 73.

SCENE NO; 73(cont)
MEDIDM CLOSE ON MARTIN:

he hesi tatea" smiling u.ns~rely.

MARTIN(taking the risk)
1'm quite professional at that too ••••
GLOSE ON THE GIRL: she atares at him, a~praising him
quite coolly,making up heI' mind.
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he tinkers with his camera, smiling
reassuringly.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL:she looks up at thecage, shruga and
moves towards it
MARTIN(OOP)
It'll only take a moment, I
promise.
CUT TO:-

I·

74.EXT. EAST WALL AND MAIN GATE. AIGUES-MORTES.

DAYo

MEDIUM ON MARTIN: he stands in the shade, photographing
with a moderately long-focus lens.
I

MARTIN
More to your left! • • •
There:
(he takes the shot).
Good!
He changes camera, looks up - preparing to take another
shot - but lowers it, frowning.
MARTIN(undernhis

breath)

Oh shit! Now what's sfieup to •••
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: The shadows from the houses falI
acrosa the Ba~x
sandy clearing, just leaving the orange
stone of the East wall bathed in sunlight. On a stone
bench, running along the sall, a line of old people
sit together - heads protected from the sun. They lean
on their sticka, or bac~ against the wall - clothed in
dark colours. On the right,THE
GIRL stands on the atone
bench. Slowly and languidly, she stepa to the ground,
sits down and flops herself back.
MARTIN approaches through foreground.
l\~ARTIN
I was just beginning to get something.
What's the matter~

PAGE NO: 74.

SCENE NO: 74(cont)
THE GIRL shrugs ,
TRE GIRL
I'm tired of playing •••
MARTIN
Pity: I wàs beginning
somewhere •••
MEDIUM

to get

SROT: She 100ks up at him. MARTIN 100ks around.
MARTIN
Pi ty. ••• Shape'B for a graveyard •••
TRE GIRL
Louis lX bui1t thia town Do you know what Aigues-Mortes
means ••• ? City of dead-waters •••
Re built it for his Crusades a place to assemble his armies thirty-six thousand men he brought
here. Off they went •••The SR~j
second time, in 1248, they KmRXX
never reached the Ro1y Lnnd. Wiped
out by the p1ague in roorrocco.
Louis also •••Sa.'intLouis •••
MARTIN
And then ••?

TRE GIRL
A few people got left behind ••
She nods in the direction of the old peop1e.
TRE GIRL
They sit and wait. I a1ways
think they're waiting for him to come
back ••••
CLOSE ON IvIARTIN:he nglances towards t he .old pe opã,e ,
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: the roWs of old faces, the dust and
shadow looming ovel' them.
mARTIN
I'm right then TRE GIRL
- Yes, its a graveyard for the past •••
Doesn't take too much to aee that.
MEDIUM TWO SHOT: MARTIN
looks at heI' quickly, fractionally
stung by heI' 1ast remark.

SCENE NO: 74(cont)
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THE GIRL
Even your Monsieur Puech could
see that - you work with him, don't
you?
MARTIN(retort)
Not with him ~ I use his darkroom
- Wh'ãtelse haa Guido been saying!
She shrugs and shakes her head. She stretches out her han d,
and he helps her to her feet. She dusta herae1f off,
looking at him with a mischievous smile.
THE GIRL
Yes •••you and Puech: a rich exchange
af ideas, sharing the common interest
- I see it al1 .••aunsetá and postcards
••••
She 1aughs. MARTIN is peeved.
MARTIN
I may be second-rate,
yà.'ta Pus ch •••

but not

CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she apologizeso
THE GIRL(guietly)
No •••I think Ybu're probably very
good •••• On y va manger?
TWO SHOT: l'lIARTIN
sighs.
MARTIN
Sounds exciting, butnwhat

does it mean?

CUT TO:75.INT. A RESTAURANT. CR~U-DU-ROI. DAY.
A coo1, high-ceilinged hall dating from the tmrn of this
century. Cream walls, pillars, patterned stone floors.
Rows of'tables, with white tablê.,*-clotheand polished
glasses.
MEDroIVISHOT: THE GIRL and MARTIN
at a tab1e somewhere
in the middle of the restaurante A greying WAITER, in
white jacket and tinted spectacles
serves them with
Moules Marin~re
in a great tureen. He works with speed.

SCENE NO: 75(cont)

c
~
!

PAGE NO: 76

CAMERA PANS AND TRACKS SWIFTLY WITH THE WAITER, as he
strides briskly'through the tables, towards a long bar
by the entrance, xfkRxgiasH which is ±Rx through one huge
glass-panalled wall. The place iª quite busy - peoples'
voices echoing in the la~ge roamo
From the bar, THE WAITER collects a bottle of wine GAMERA TRACKS BACK WITH HIM, as he weaves his way towards
their table, stopping to whisk up an empty bottle on
the way.
M~Z~Z»mk8xz~BxwiB2zi0WBxaizihRzxziaEzRzanjzm0xBEzEUi
He dvnks the wine into an- ice buckét b~ their table
and moves ou to his next customers.
MARTIN

takes the wine and serves THE GIRLi then himself.
MARTIN
You tra.vel a lot, I hear THE GIRL
You hear?
MARTIN
From Puech - í think he's jealouso
THE GIRIJ
MARTIN{smiling)
Well ••its alI a bit provincial,isn't
it ••nothing muoh happening •••

CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she eats her moules EaiKR2HxRRX using
heI' fingers: ahe says nothing.
TMERTIN
They read about what's going on in
the big cities - alI the excitement
and so on. The parties - who's doing
this and who's doing that. They get
an image, form an impression •••Oí
course, its a false impression - as
you know. They have no idea •••
THE GIRL
No?
MARTIN
Well, you know what-its like you've been around ••••
She says nothing.

------------------------------------.----------------------

SCENE NO: 75(cont)
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CLOSE ON MARTIN: he pauses, re-working hismapproacho
MARTIN
I mean,you must go to dozena
of parties alI over the place
- you know what they're like.
THE GIRL
No: I don't usually go.
MARTIN
I have to, of co~rs.e - for my

work •••Contacts ••• I mean, I
don't ••er ••in fact, Iprefer a
- I lUx:faxa prefer to ••to •••
CLOSE

ON

THE GIRL: she looksx straight at him
THE GIRL
What?
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he stumbles.
MARTIN
Er •••I like a change from alI that ••
He looks at her.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she sips her wine and simply waits for
him to carry on.
CLOSE ON MARTlN: he changes tack.
MARTIN
Did you ever do any fashion work?
CLOSE ON THE GlRL: she pauses and Iooks at him.
MARTIN
- You should •• : ,ou'd be good:
You've got a marveIIous figure
- great face •••You'd be terrific.
She places her glass on the table,running her finger aIong
the rim ánd then looking ap at him, her face tiIted to
one side.
THE GIRL
What are you trying to say?
GLOSE ON MARTIN: he Iooks alI innocent and straightforward.
MARTIN
Just what l've said!

SCENE NO: 75 (con+)
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CLOSE ON THE G1RL:
TRE GIRL
- No you're note
MARTIN
Alright: No, 1im not - What
am I saying?
THE GIRL
Just about nothing!
CLOSE ON M.ART1N: he ia stung, angered.

THE G1RL
- And what does that mean? MARTIN
- Yuu should know THE GIRL
- Explain MART1N
- Come oii it: youtre not an amateur THE G1RL
- .And you're too damned professional:
MARTIN
That makes two of us THE G1RL
- You don't even know who I am lVIARTIN~eanl*
- You don't usuaiiy ~ow w~ they are,
do you? From what I hear, its a matter
oí any place at any time.
CLOSE ON THE G1RL: she ia white with anger, very distant
and cold. She atares at him for. a moment and then delivet"~
an almighty slap around his face.
CUT ON ACT10N TO CLOSE ON MARTIN: he ExS ia just about to
aplogize wken he feels the full weight of the blow.
MED1tlliI
LONG SHOT: The saund echoes around the restaurante
There ia a pause in conversations - clientele and waiters
turn to look.

SCENE NO 75(cont)
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MEDIUM CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she looks at him.
-THE GIRL(guietIy and rapidl~)
You hear? From Puech:and you listen!
What does that make you, do you
think - what have you to be so pleased
about? A"re yuu so bored and tired
with yourself that you can think of
nothing better to do?!
She rises from the. table, CAMERA PANS WITH HER - MARTIN
half-rises to try and stop her.
C~1ERA TRACKS WITH HER AS SHE STRIDES THROUGH THE RESTAURANT
AND OUT OF THE DOOR.
MEDIUM SHOT, TRACKING IN ON MARTIN: he loathes himself
as he watches her go.
Then he reaches into his wallet and Ieaves enough to cover
the bill, as he risee from the table to follow her.
CUT TO:76.EXT.THE QUAYSIDE. CRAU DU ROI. DAYo
The restaurant is on t.he edge of the quay of this typical
fishing village. Fishing boats are moored on either side
of the c~al, the fishermen
pre~aring for that evening's
excursion.
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: MARTIN exits the restaurant, 10okingx~XE
around for THE GIRL. He oauses as he sees her and then stats
towards her.
'
MEDIUM SHOT: THE GIRL stands on the edge of the quay back to CAMERA - breatijing deeply.
MARTIN comes into frame and pauses behind her. She
doesn't turn.
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he searches awkwa~dly for an apology.
MARTIN(tuietlt)
That Was a dreadfulhing
o have
said •••• I'm very sorry ••••
CLOSE ON THE BACK OF THE GIRL'S HEAD: she doesn't turn
for a moment, but whén she does MARTIN sees ~hat she .has
been crying a little.
.
THE GIRL( explaining simply)
I was very much in love once. We
parted - he had to go away. He didn't
come back. He betrayed me - perhaps
he didntt, I don't know - but that's ~o~
4"111 t i t feeIs ~
•••

PAGE NO: 80~

SCENE NO: 76(cont)
She looks at him.
THE GIRL
Thatts all •••
, MARTIN
I'm sOI'ry •••
She smiles: he ia forgiven~
MEDIUM TWO SHOT:

MARTIN(continuing the apologz)
Its terrible ••• I haven't even
had the manners to ask you your
name She laughs.
THE GIRJ.

Marianne.
MEDIUM ~~~

SHOT: They stand there, MARTIN a little awkward
'MARUN
Mar i anne ••••

lIEDIUM LONG SHOT:

MARTIN
We!l, we could start at the beginning

THE GIRL
- At a different

table •••

They move back towards the ràstaurant.

CUT'TO:77.INT. XAVIER'S ROOM.DAY.
MEDltffi~
SHOT: MARTIN comes into frame in CLOSE SHOT. He
looks around the room, cTo9sing to the bedside table. He
opena the drawer - it i9 empty. He moves to the wardrobe
and takes out the wooden case which he sets on the bedo
Opening it, he finds nothing. He shuts it and moves to the
ta.ble on which XAVIER'S personal posessions are lying.
MARTIN lifts up the TraveI Document and a íolded ~xEa
piece of paper drops out on the table •• MARTIN picks
it up and opena it.
INSERT SHOT: There is an official letterhead showing that
the Ietter comes from Stockholm. It is written in Swedish.
MEDIUM GLOSE ON MARTIN: he can' t under-at.andit, but folds
it and placas it in his shi:rtpocket. He looks around
once more and Ieaves the room.

CUT TO:-

SCENE NO:

78.

PAGE NO: 81.

78.INT. THE GIRL~S BEDROOM. EXNIGHTo
MA~ MARTIN and THE GIRL make love. From MARTIN there
is cold technique - mechani~.
His'head
lies ovel' her shoulder - he doesn't look at
her, doesn't make love with her.
MEDIUM CLOSE TWO SHOT: he kisses hel' on one side of the
neck, moves his head across and kisses her on the other
aide. SkK Her expression is frustrated,wanting him to be
lesa distant and mechanical.
She gently trmes to raiee his head so that he will look
at her, but he simply moves across to kiss the inside oí
her arme
She takes %RI h~s head more firmly, pulling it towards her.
He .Bi. resists. B~t she jérks it fiercely back to her
- her eyes questioning him.
'THE GIRL(a stro~whisper)
Look at me: Look at me!

eLOSE
GLOSE
real
CLOSE

ON THE GIRL: she gazes at him:
ON MARTIN: uncertain, unsure, afraid of making
contact •
ON THE GIRL:
THE GIRL(whispering)
Give me something of you ••••••
Be with
.. me ••••

She smiles softly~
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he looks at her and finds he is not
afraid. CAMERA PULLS BACK INTO TWO SHOT ás he gently
strokes her face, traces her eyes, allows himself to
be loving towards her as they begin to make love again.
GUT BACK TO:79. INT. THE BESTAURANT .CRAU-DU-RO,I.DAY;'o
LONG SHOT: The restaurant is now deserted except for
M~RTIN and THE GIRL. ~aitKxs THE WHITE-JACKETED WAITERS
have finished clearing-up and would like to leave~
Amid the pile of bottles and coffee cups on the table,
MARTIN
z:mToli~ztn::meiaizx is loudly holding forth~

SCENE NO: 79(cont)
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Th'IARTIN
Dull, lazy, unimaginativé!
The~e à2 !hey were - side by~side.
His photos and min~. The
same. Me and Puech!
TRE GIRL laughs~
MARTIN
up looking -"
,click, I was just taking!
I hadgiven

CUT TO:-

80~INT. THE GIRL'S BEDROOM.N1GHT.
WmDmlVI "CLOSE TWO SHOT: THE G IRL 1'0118 ove r on top of"
MARTIN. They ki8S - quicily and passionately - m§king
10ve with a certain fury and energy.
CUT TO:GLOSE SHOT or HER HAND: she r~s it up his back - the
nails
pushing into the flesh. CUT TO:CLOSE SHOT ON THEIR MOUTHS K1SSING • CUT TO:CLOSE SHOT: she wrap$ her legs around his thighs, heI'
arms aroung his neck" ,ulling him close and begimning
to cry out.

t1él'ixllOzitàxa
~XZIB%.X~HEXBE3%ARBXN~.XeR!R~~~ZZZ»XX
~E0SEX3K0~ZEBX~XEXGXKK~X§XgX%KKgkB~ziAMERXXGXRRZE3XXX0N1EZ
0M~MZMXX~XI+Xwk0xl»lisX0Xe%Z~~z~a~lRzaz~zi.
CUTl! TO:-

CLOSE SHOT OF THE G1RL, s;t.ttingup in bed: the a:.ryhas
given way to a 90ft Iaugh.
CA&iERA TRACKS BACK TO INCLUDE MARTIN: he ia also sitting
up in bed. He smiles. His back Iooks quita scratched and
she Ieans past him, amfiJllkJl!
gently looking at the
marks.
THE GIRL
1'm sorl'y••••
fJIARTIN
No •••• I met someone. Ris back
was covered in real scars.
He had ~o memoI'y - just a Iot
of scars.aiix»xRX AlI over his back ••

SCENE NO: 80( cont)
PAGE NO: 83.
CLOSE ON TRE GIRL: she looka at him pensively.
THE GIRL
So do we all.
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he detects the sadness and t~ies to
ove~come it.
MARTIN
Where do you keep your'a?
They must be ve~y beautiful •••
CAMERA PANS INTO TWO SHOT: she leans back on the bed and
he runs his hand across her stomach.
with a smile)
I don' t k:now ave to look •••
He leans ove~ he~.
CUT TO:-

81. INT. THE GIRL'S BEDROOM. DAWN.
MEDIUM LONG SHOT: MARTIN liea asleep.
CAMERA. PANS ONTO~THE GIRL: she smokes as she paces slowly
r ound the r oom -i,'herhand gliding over the objects and
furniture she passes.
CAMERA TRACKS IN ON HER SLOWLY - coming closer to the
restlesa and searching exp~ession on her face. She
paces back and farth - in and out af frame.
HOLD AND CUT TO:82: INT. GUIDO'S OFFICE. DAY.
CLOSE SHOT: GUIDO'S hands hold a p~int of MARTIN'S
photograph ofXAVIER.
CAMERA PULLS BACK TO REVEAL PUECH and GUIDO. PUECH
has an enquiring expression on his face. GUIDO d~ops
the print on the àesk.
MEDIUM SHOT ON GUIDO: he picks up a glass~of wine,
sniffs it, sips it and looks at the photo.
GUIDO
Oui, c'est lui ••••
PUECH
Alors, qu'est~ce qu'on va fai~e?
GUIDO looks at PUECH, disdain barely concealed.

SCENE NO: 82 (con t)
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GU IDO (in FRENCH)
Puech •••?I know you realize
the need for absolute discretion
in this matter?
PUECH(in French)
It goes without saying GUIDO( in French)
And I know I can trust you to remain
absolutely silent PUECH(in French)
Of courae •••Just you and I ..
GUIDO(in French)
Exactly •••You aee, puech, its
morecomplicated
than you ±k±Rk
know. I have in my posaession
a certain document which Martin
gave me for translation.
PUECH(iR ears pricking up)
Ah ••• ?
GUIDO (in Frenc~
Yes.Unfortunately alI I can tell
you is that it comes from eermain
hospital authoritiea in Stockholm
PUECH
- Sweden?
PUECH ia suitably impressed by tha drama.
GUIDO (in French)
It concerns Xavier •••
For the momaat, Puech, we must do
nothing.
PUECH (in French)
I have no wish for a scandalo
But wha.t could I do? I saw the
picture - its against professional
pracfice, I know, but GUIDO (in French)
No, you were quite right to bring
it to me, Puech •••ln fact, I wonder
if you could arrange for some copies
•• • •
MEDIUM CLOSE ON PUECH: lie shams reluctance,
his breath with a hiss. But he agrees.

drawing in
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MEDIUM SHOT: GUIDO rises to his feet and starts
ushering PUECH to the door.
PUECH(in French)
1'11 do my best •••
GUIDO(in French)
I knoW you wi11,Bernard - I'm
most gratefu1.
They shake hands, PUECH exiting with a senae of having
struck new social horizons.
GUIDO closes the door. He stands taere - obviously deep1t
disturbed.
RIIBBI CAMERA PANS WITH H~1 as he ctosses to the telephone
GUIDO
'A110?.'Allo% ••• Oui, Donnez~
moi •••••'
And he reeIs off a number.
CUT TO:83.INT. STEPHEN'S HOTEL ROOM. DAY~
MEDIUM CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he examines the Swedish
letter and a transIation.
CAMERA PULLS BACK TO SHOW MARTIN walking ar ound the roam.
The postcards STEPHEN has found are lying on the table.
MARTIN
Fourteen months ago he arrives in
Sweden. He spends nine months in
a hospital,as"that letter exp1ains,
is discharged with severe amne~ia letter)
- , the !'sult o severe p
fualtreatment prior to=hhe
arrival in Sweden ' MARTIN
- Right: He' sfedischarged - apparently
fully in charge of his faculties except
that he can't remember a damn thing is granted a TraveI Document issued by
the French Embass; in Stockholm, arrives
hera five months 1ater and prompt1y
disappears. He's granted the Visa on
the strength of,that ~etter presumab1y
••• I mean, he s obv~ously not a Swede.
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STEPHEN
No, he'a come here because
a posteard •••.

of

lVIARTINlooks at him in curiosity. STEPHENturns to the
cards on the table.
STEPHEN
AlI these cards are numbered. Now that I've
seen that letter, the numbers are fairly obvious
- they mark the months •• ~. One to Nine
in Stackholm, eteetera ••••
MARTIN

looks thraugh them.
MARTIN
Capenhagen, Amatérdam, Bruasela •••
·STEPHEN
AlI the way dovm - but he stays
three months in Paris - Ten to
Thirteen;,.before ar-r ving he re , And
alI he'a got - at leass the only thing
of use,is this í,

He pieks up the Van Gogh pasteard
hands it to f}~ARTIN.

af The «aXiz Chair and

NIARTIN
In pravencal?
STEPHEN
Yuh.tfAlI I know of heI' is to my taste
Who kmowa of such a sweet resting-place~
By Peire Vidal - tweIth century.
lVIARTIN
Signed

"M" STEPHEN

"Mil - Marianneusxz

-

MARTIN(picking

up on this)

lVIarianne?
STEPHEN
Marianne - Marie •••Martine,
lVIarie-Claire, Mireille ~ any one af
them - Well, it,s obvious!o\Y'from a girl
- a man w ouldn 't a end tha t kind of 1t:mlíe'
message -
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MARTIN
- depends on the man.
STEPHEN(
Yes ••• well ••••The postmark:
Arles. The date: indeci~rable •••
MARTIN
So Xavier is wandering around
waiting to be recognized by M
- his only clue to his memory.
STEBHEN
If it was that simple, why didn't
he place his pho~raph in the local
newspaper - ?
MAR~fN
"I am lost, please find me"
A pause. STEPHEN crosses to the àRSk table and picks up
tae torn postcard, which
gives to MARTIN.

na

STEPHEN
This was in his waste-paper basket the day he disappeared.
MARTIN
Another quote.
n

STEPHEN
I aro going with my soul( bewitchéd
For I have dreamed my life awayo ••"
MARTIN
He remembered something ••••

A pause.
GLOSE ON STEPHEN: he looks at MARTIN.
STEPHEN
Very few people know the provencal
language •••very few indeed •••
GLOSE ON MARTIN: he looks down at the card.
~,,,'Uj~ed
out •••

MARTIN
~d then he freaked
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A pause.
MED1UM LONG SHOT:

lVL4RT1Nturns to STEPHEN.

MARTIN
What do you think?
STEPHEN &qUietlY)
1ts quite clear w~t happened'
to him •••wherever - whenever •••
The sut''Pt'ise
ia that such thinga
no'longer surprise. 1'm not surprised
- ha~dly even shmcked •••maybe that
kind of violence ia no worse ~ecause
its viaible than'the invisible kind we alI
seem ~art of •••• I dbn't know what's
happened to him now ••••
MARTIN
He wou1dn't •••• wou1d he ••1
STEPHEN
He ~ cou1d be at the bottom of the
Bhone fo~ alI I know •••
.

MART1N(Ojtimistica11y)
~erhaps
he's found
'Perha'Pshe's perfect1y a1right
and we're just making a fuss ••?

A pause.
There is a knock on the door. They both look.
CLOSE ON mARTIN: he looks tp STEPHEN.
,
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he 10 oks to lVIART
IN: they b oth think the
amz same thing.
STEPHEN(after a moment's hesitation)
Entrez!
MEDIGM ON THE DOGR: It opens to ~evea1 a smi1ing PATRON car~ying a letter. STEPHEN crosses to take it.
..•.

.'

Voilà~ •••

THE PATRON

(handing ove!' the letter)

SCENE NO: 83(cont)
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:B9PDHEN( examining it)
lVlerci
•••
~HE PATRON leaves.
STEPHEN
From Spain - marked Urgent::
MEDlm~ CLOSE ON MARTIN: he waits apprehensivelyo
MEDIUM CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he mits down and tears the letter
o-pen.
MARTIN
Well?
STEPHEN looks at the signature, and his face relaxes
into a smile.
STEPHEN
No ••••No - i te from the Editor
a peTsonal note,too - fancy thatl
I\mDIUM SHOT:

MARTIN
Oh,that means trouble for sure read it out ••••
STEPHEN
nDear Stephen ••• I have been here
in Granada, with Claudette and the
family, for the last ten days: a ,
chance to rest and relieve myself f,C")ly1
~ the pressures and stre~s of wotk
which - comma - I fear - comma can be doing my heart - comma some - comma - if not more - coroma
disservicel"
STEPHEN smiles.
MARTIN
End of the overture - up with the curtain!
STEPHEN

,1 I am wri ting to you now - not as
your editor - but as your friendo
As you wRii know, the work on'the
book is well overdue and it is becoming
increasingly difficult for me to
justify the mounting experises when I
I can show no results,nor, indeed
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STEPHEN (continuing)
any positive indication of a finishing
date. Knowing, as I do, how important
the book is to you, I have been prepared
to fight for you - and beIieve me I have
- since I have evry confidence that what
WE you wiIl produce will be remarkably
fine - "
MARTINIaughs.
STEPHEN(continuing)
" However, this cail't go on • Finish
the book aà and finish it soon. Unless
I see some resulta wi~~gxax
within
a week, I B._shall be obliged to write
to~ you in more official terms. Believe
me, that's the last thing I want to do
but its simply not worth rny job here to
carry on justifying work that is both
expensive and - comma - Iet's be honeat
- comma - aB~excessively lengthy in
its execution. Don't let me down, Stephen,
- after such a Iong time, it would
be as painful for me ae for you to
see this magnificent project abandoned.
CIaudette sends her love a~ asks
whether you 've had a chanc~~\Jo read
Grignon's " Syntactical Variations:
Petrarch under Review" ••••
tf

He places down the Ietter and burstG into laughter.
STEPHEN
Poor old George ••••
MARTIN laughs too.
MARTIN
Out of luck •••
STEPHEN
Oh heIl - what are we gmt going to do?
MARTIN
Tell him.
ti

STEPHEN
Dear George - mhere have been
a few changes •••• "
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STEPHEN rises to his feet. MARTIN XZIIEBxijiBx~agkRt1
grabs his jacket.
~
lVIARTIN
«ome on e 1et' s have a drink •••·
STEPHEN
Why not, for Godis sake •••
They move to the door.
MEDIUM CL08.E ON THE DOOR: MARTIN opens it - freezing in
his traEks.
XAVIER stands/!h~!~tual1y
about to knock on the door. Ha
looks at them.
CLOSE TWO SHOT: MARTIN and STEPHEN are too surprised
to speak.
CLOSE ON XAVIDER: his face is pa1e, his eyes tired. He
just stands there.
CLOSE TWO SHOT ON MARTIN and STEPHEN: they just stand
there.
CLOSE ON XAVIER: he books at both of them.
XAVIER(guietly)
Hullo •••
CUT TO:84.INT.GUIDO'S

OFFICE.DAY.

CLOSE ON THE GIRL: very still, stunned~into
expression is very troubled, vàry dark.
lVIEDIUMSHOT: PUECH stands a few yards
GUIDO is behind her chair. She nbtices
On her lap, are some photographs. She
her chair.
lVIEDTIThI
ON PUECH: he makes a discreet
wondering what to do.
lVIEDIUMON GUIDO: he motions discreetly
to do nothing, to say nothing.

silence. Her

away from her and
neither of them.
leans forward in
shrug to GUIDO with ~is hand

CLOSE SHOT ON THE GIRL: she gazes ahead, pain growing
inside her with incredible forceo
LONG SH~T: GUIDO

C\i( (o:

BOOoc and PUECH

wait for her to re~t.

..

SCENE NO:
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$5.INT.~
STEPHEN'S ROOM. DAYo
CAMERA TRACKS BACK FROM A MEDIlffil
CLOSE SHOT ON XAVIER:
he speaks firmly but quietly to STEPHEN and MARTINi
-

XAVIER
They tried everything in Sweden everyone tried to help me regain
my memory. Bãt I couldn't and I
began to believe that ~ka~ my
past was my past and that I could
do without it. So I tried to
start again. You've seen those cards
- I tried in Paris. Bãt I found
I couldn't forget what I hadforgotten.
That I had to have my memory. I had
to know my past to know my future.
STEPHEN
And the other day?
iKAVIER
What would you do? Wouldn't you
keep moving,searching, loo~ing,
dmgging - anything to break the
code of this - this obscene soli~de!
I rememberàm some words - I had
to go and look and I recognize things
here - I know them, I know this land
but I remember nothing!
XAVIER looks down.
CLOSE ON MARTIN: he looks towardsXAVIER
with compassion.
CLOSE ON STEPREN: he doesn't know what he can say.
STEPHEN(guietly)
Perhaps things only present themselves
when XkR~l%RXZR~
you're ready.
XAVIER
And when is that?
STEPHEN
I don't know ••• Now perhaps •••
Who knows ••?
HIDLD AND CUT TO:-

86:.INT. GUIDO'S OFFICE. DAY.
CLOSE ON A PHOTOGRAPH

OF XAVIER: his scarred back, held
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in THE GIRL'S hands.
CAMERA PANS SLmVLY UP ONTO THE GIRL. Her face is taut,
and she begins to XKMEiKX tremvle - and when she speaks,
the deep anger in her eyes,- the violent torment she
has suffered is slowly released. Her voice is low and proud,
risi~g as alI the pain and anger bursts out into the
open.
THR GIRL(in French)
Are you happy now? - Are you pleased?
Has it all-turned out for the best?
Two years ••• for two years you haven't
let me forget - For two years, there' s
been no life for me here .;.in my homeI
In my land - which, I love-!
He had gone. He wªs the
past and hé wasn't coming back. A
memory! But you wouldn't let go
would you!? There was no peace here
- no life - Ihad to go away. Y o~ made
me a foreigner - La Mademoiselle: Did
it please you? Excite you? Wªs it
good for your hea1th? Was itf?
No life! (ahe begins to cry - tears
pouring out with her anger). Because
you've-done to me what they've-done
to him.'Look at him - ? Ruined!
Scarred% A wreck~ •• ! And now he's
back, •• ( she fights -.
to che ck he r
vio1ent sobbing) •••
CAMERA TRACKS SLOWY AWAY FROM HER AS SHE CONmlNUES.
TME GIRL Continuin
in French)
You wouldn't 1et us be t en and
you won't 1et us be now~ Look what
you've done to him - loak! You sent
him-home to Brazil! You sucked us
dry! Now be proud!
She looks up-at the siIent figures of GUIDO and PUECH~
She hilds back the sobs, as the tears~continue to
pour out - fury racing from hera eyesi
CUT TO:87.INT. STEPHEN'S HOTEL ROOM. DAY-DUSK.
MEDIITM ON STEPHEN: he leans against his desk, Iooking towards
ocntUXX XAVIER, PAST CAMERA~

.-------------~___:---_____::-::___--,____:______,,__,~____:_:__---_,____,__________c___;_~i=····;oc~"'----·---
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CAMERA PANS AND TR~CKS TO REVEAL MARTIN by the window,
with XAV1ER seated in the middle of the room.
XAV1ER(guietly)
Would I know her •• or him ••• if
11saw them ? Or would I pass them ~y•••?
You wouldbe
CLOSE ON STEPHEN:

MART1N
recognized

he is painfully

••••

coming to a conclusion.

STEPHEN
Xavier ••• ? Very few people speak
provencal ••• someone taught you •••
a,omeone here.... a girl •••
CLOSE ON MART1N: he suddenly looks up towards STEPHEN perceiving hi9 thoughts.
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he looks down.
STE~HEN
You see •••••
CLOSE ON XAVIER:

he looks at STEPHEN.

XAV1ER
- Go on:
CLOSE ON STEPHEN: he pauses.
STEPHEN
You see - I know everyone here
who speaks provencal •••all the
people who have studieà it here
•••• Xavier ••?
CLOSE ON MART1N: he pays attention to every gesture STEPHEN
is making, understanding every inference •
STEPHEN
wrote you that card
•••• 1 mean, I m~st know whoever
wrote that sard.
STEPHEN forces a smile.
CLOSE ON «AVIER: he looks at STEPHEN anxiously.
Whoever

xW~&X

STEPHEN
JU9t give me a day ••••
. CUT TO:-
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THE PASSAGE OUTSIDE GUIDO'S OFFICE. DAY-DUSK
MEDIUM SHOT: GUIDO hushes down a con~used, rather
red-faced PUECH - sending him on his way withn
whispered admenã ti one •
PUECH leaves, and GUIDO turns back into his office.
There is time to see THE GIRL - still in% the same
chair - through the open door.
CUT TO:89.INT. GUIDO'S OFFICE.DAY-DUSK.
LOW-ABGLE LONG SHOT: the roam is shadowy. THE GIRL is
immobile. GUIDO closes the door silently behind him.
. GUIDO
Eh bien •••
THE GIRL(looking up)(in French)
Where did you get these photographs?
GUIDO(in French)
Oh, does it matter?
THE GIRL(firmly - in Frecnch)
Yes:
GUIDO(in French)
From Martin •••
THE GIRL(in French)
Where" s he staying?
GUIDO (in French)
Hotel Touring - Now, Marianne
mHE~GIRL(in

-

French)

- No, Guido! Don't tell me!
A pause.
GUIDO(in French)
I' m your friend ••••
THE GIRL ri$es and EXEBªBiHj~iiiiizinxi~~xekzcrosses
to the do or-,
.
THE GIRL(in French)
Then behave like one!
She leaves:
CUT TO:~0~m!KZxr.z.ru;~~ZJIU2l:mXgXB~X~K!.
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90.INT. MARTIN'S HOTEL. THE CORRIDOR. DAY-DUSK.
1V1EDIUMLONG SHOT: THE GIRL strides towards CAMERA, down
the corridor. She stops and knocks o~ door.
CUT TO:91. INT. MARTIN' S HOTEL ROOf.hDAY-DUSK.
MASTER SHOT: THE GIRL enters - his cameras are on tua bed,
a few prints are strewn about, but ~he XEEm is out.
She leaves.
CUT TO:92.EXT. STEPHEN'S HOTEL. DAY-DUSK.
MEDIUM SHOT: CAMERA PANS WITH THE GIRL as she runs up the
steps into STEPHENl~ Hoteli
CUT TO:93.INT. STEPHEN'S HOTELR ROOM. DAY-DUSK:
CLOSE ON THE~DOOR: It opens brusqueIy, and ~E GIRL
stands thereo
HER POV: The room is empty. The door clicks shut as
she leaves.
CUT TO:94~ EXT. A MONTAGE. DAY-DUSK.
The church bel* rings the angelus. People take their
evening pastis. The cafes are fuI1. Work is.finished.
- THE GIRL searches among the popular cafes.
- She mulB weaves through tab1es.
- She sees who is playing ,XR thé pin~bal1 machines~
She 100as tnrough another cafe.
. ~
- And another, on the Bou1evard des Lices.
- She passes a game o~ bou'l.ea,
- She crosses the 1V1ainSquare
- Strides through the passageway in the Mairie
- Noise and bustIe, in which she is gust one figureo

.

CUT TO-

95: EXT. THE PLACE DU FORUM. DUSK.
She enters the ~lace du Forum. The star1ings are chatteri~
in the plane trees'.
She is crossing the square, looking around her when she
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etopa in her tracks. CAMERA HOLDS ON HER :
HER Poo-:':
Tn a small cafe, STEPHEN and MARTIN have a drink with XAVIER. They face her, but XAVIER has ms back to hero
CAMERA ZOOMS TOWARDS THEM: STEPHEN Iooks up and
sees her.
MEDIUM CLOSE O~ THE GIRL(LONG-FOCUS LENS): ahe stares
towards XAVIER.
MEDIUM ON STEPHEN,MARTIN AND XAVIER: MARTIN notices
STEPHEN and looks too. He sees THE GIRL aftd realizes
àverything. He throwa STEPHEN a quick look.
XAVIER watches them, and turns slowly in his chair to see
what they're looking at, CAThiERAZOOMING IN ON HIM.
He sees THE GIRL and Qomething registers. The sound
of the starlings starts to build.
MEDIUM SHOT ON TilE GIRL: she can do nothing but stamd
there.
CLOSE ON XAVIER: he rises from the tabIe, brushing
againat the glass of red wine he ia drinking. It falIs,
s'Pil1ing over the whitei6:ttabii-cIoth.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she aees his face and she i8 nervous~
PANNING CLOSE ON LONG FOCUS LID~S WITH XAVIER: He waIks
towards her, 'Passing through the tables~
There is a screech of brakes as he crosses·the road a Citroen van narrowly avoids hitting him~ _
The sound of the starlings grows in intensity.
CAMERA FM&&S~ZOOMS
OUT AS IT PABS WITH HIM, showing him
walking in a straight line towards her.
He halts a foot 01" two away from her.
CLOSE ON XAVIER(LONG-FOCUS LENS): TRH' starlings are
very loud, but he doesn't react. He looks down at THE
GIRL, remembering her but looking at a stranger.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL(LONG-FOCUS LENS): She -looks up at him
- knowing him, but he's also a stranger. There is pain
in her expression. She hesitates before saying anything.
THE-GIRL(guietly)
Xavier ••• ?
And she has used the Portugueae pronunciation.
CLOSE ON XAVIEH: he still stares down at her, things
stirring in his mind.
XAVIER
1'I1ariana
••••
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TWO SHOT: They stand there - she, not knowing what to do
and he; sti11 b1ank, sti11 far away but knowing who
she is.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: She looks down and then takes one of
his hands with her hand~
REVERSE CLOSE ONXlYEIRXAVIER:
He watches her 1ift his hand
and place i t on he r che eks.
CLOSE ON THE GIRL: she ho1ds his hand against her cheek,
1eading him back to the memory of her.
LONG SHOT: They stand in the midd1e of the Square, :.tXaxSElUld
and the sound af the star1ings has slawly 1eve11ed off
to its normal pitch.
MEDIUM SHOT ON STEPHEN AND MARTIN: they both look away.
MARTIN looks down át his drink, and up at STEBHEN from the
corner of his eyes-.
.
STEPHEN giallE.aS ha1f-g1ances towards him too, as :MARTIN
raises his glass. STEPHEN fo11ows suit - and their
glasses touch briefIy as they make a subdued taast - to
it al1~
RmLD AND CUT TO:-

96. INT. PUECH~S DARKROOM.

DAY.

CLOSE SHOT: A REGRETFUL,CONFUSED
PUECR - watching MARTIN
who waIks back and forth across frame.
PUECR
B~t it was alI goingso
- I don't understand ••?

weI1

!I~ARTIN
Never mí.nd,
MEDIUM SHOT: MARTIN tears up a Iot of prints, gam~x
which hurts the very quick of FUECR, and sorts through
others:
PUECH
Everything was alright here?
MARTIN
Of course. The'plans have changed
- that's all.~.We're doing it
differently ••••
PUECH
And everyt~ing you hav~ shot
- you just throw it away?

- --------,-c=::----------~-_=_-~-~~_~~,
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MARI/HN
Most of it - why not?
PUECH ia saddened.
PUECH
I c ouâ.d have helped you •••
MARTIN
xi~xHaXRx
1'11 Ieave the negatives
if you like - you can fIog them as
postcards PUECH
What?
MARTIN
Sell them!
PUECH
They're yours!
MARTIN shrugs, packing SEltH his equipment into a boxe
,PLJECHwatchea him.
PUECH
You'd have to put it in writing ••• ?
MEDIUM CLOSE ON MARTIN: he turns b'r~efIy to PUECH amused by his bIatant self-interest.
MARTIN
,Ah, Puech ••••
MEDIUM CLOSE ON PUECH: he frowns and doesn't understand.
CU'1' '1'0:97~' INT. GUIDO' S OFFICE. DAY.
MEDIUM SHOT: STEPHEN relaxes in a chairwith a glass of
wine.
GUlrllO
It seemB a shame •••Stephen •••
I am sad •••After alI this time •••
why?
STEPHEN
Guidó: I have to go and make it
work. Its either that or I throw
the'whole thing up. But I've put
two years of my lifa into it ~ and
I want to make it work. Its good but it has to change.
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GUIDO
How? I don't se~ how?
STEPHEN
I've read about it all.
I've seen virtually none of it.
Martin and I are going to reaIly
look at the entire area. I can't
stay here - stuck in that library
until the day I die.
CLOSE ON GUIDO: he is genuinely upset and confused.
GUIDO
But alI the information you need STEBHEN
- No, Guido •••I don't need it •••
GUIDO( a last angIe)
And the publishers?
STEPHEN laughs.
STEPHEN
They're.furious!
GUIDO pulls a smile.
STEPHEN gets to his feet.
STEPHEN
I have to go ••• -You've been
very kind Guido ••••
GUIDO
I wish I could still be of use •••

Iooks at GUIDO for a moment.
STEPHEN
I'm sorry ••••

GLOSE ON STEPHEN:he

They shake hands, GUIDO a little touched by it alI and
STEPHm~ leaves, CAMERA TURNING OlmO GUIDO •
CUT TO:98.INT. A LARGE ROOM. THE GIRL'S HOME. DAY.
MEDDn~ SHOT: The room ia shaded against the bright sun,
half-shuttered. There ia the sound of the cicatrices,
the sense of the heaviness of the bright afternnon
outside.

SCENE NO: 98(cont)
THE GIRL sits across from XAVTER at a tableo
THROUGHOUT THE SCENE THE CAMERA TRACKS SLOWLY IN ON THEM~
She looks at'him in abso1ute sti1lness. And he'8lso
looks at her.
HeT expreasion
shows that the~e ia a great diatance
between them still, made up of lost time.
His expression shows the recognition of this finality that in á ~ense they have come together in order to say
good'bye.
She grazes her fingers aCTOSS the top of his hand, which
lies on the tabl~. She tries to find a smile, tries to
be happy.
'
He,too, - but behind the small smiles is the sadness,
the sti11nes's and too much space to fil1.
FAD1NG SLOVffiYUF THROUGH TH1S SCENE 1S THE SOUND OF A
SNOOKER GAME IN PROGRESS - the gentle clashing of the baIla
on the table, the voices quietly calling the shots.
CAMERA ENDS CLOSE ON HER WONDERING FACE AS SCENE CUTS TO:
9~,A BILLIARDS ROOM • THE BACK OF A CAFE. DAY.
CAMERA CONTINUES TRACKING FORWARD THROUGHOUT THE SCENE, ,
PASSING TABLES AND EMPTY CBAIRS IDNTO THE BILL1ARDS
'
ROOM, WHERE STEPHEN AND MARTIN PLAY A GAME OF SNOOKER:
CAMERA CRANES UP AND TILTS DOVm DIRECTLY ONTO THE TABLE
AS THE SCENE UNFOLDS AND CONCLUDES.
The game is in action. Thh p1ayers: STEPHEN AND MARTIN.
shot)
Black He shoots.
MARTIN
What else did they sªy?
STEPHEN
They thre~jened to sue. Usual
story. I said I'd pay thero back •••
( he callsN his shot) Blue - off the
cushion - centre 1eft:
He shoots~
MARTIN~ about the shot)
Fancy stuff. Anyway, that's
the pub1ishers settled. Now the
woz-k,

STEPHEN' .I have a few ideas •••

----

-

-----

SCENE NO: 99 (cont)
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MARTIN
Good - çcalling his shot)
Red, ball - top left:
He shoots.

STEPHEN
As long as we can make the
words tell the story of the
picture and vice versa - as"_
l·ong as the two become one •••
make the language one lang'1i.age•••
MARTIN(calling ànothe~ shot)
Green - .centre rignt!'
Well, you have alI the source
material. That's a strong base
f~om which to begin •••
8TEPHEN

Wa Then let's just see what it
sparks off •••
lVIARTIN

Fine~ ••
THE CAMERA 18 NOW OVER THE TABLE, STEPHEN AND MARTIN
D1SAPPEARING FROM FR~~E.
STEBHEN
Good: then its settled, isn't it?
MARTIN
I think so •••
MARTIN

calls a shot~

'MARTIN ( calling fi~mly)
Red ball! Bottom-left!
He shoots and the ball hammers into the pocket:
MARTIN(calling
Yellow: Top right!

again)

CAMERA CI,OSES IN ONTO THE YELLOW BALL, SANDWICHED
BETWEEN THE BLUE AND THE GREEN.
He shoots: THE White Ball whizzés across the table
and cz-aae.sinto alI :t~
three·o
FREEZE THE FRAlVIEON THE FOUR BALLS : EXPLODING
IN MOVEMENT.
ROLL UF END TITLES AND FADE OUT'o
---------

OUTWARDS

The End~

\

